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01 introduction

PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT
The purpose of this amendment is to modify the zoning and 
reservation boundaries under the Metropolitan Region Scheme 
(MRS) within, and adjacent to, Lot 10 Marmion Avenue, Jindalee. 

Lot 10 Marmion Avenue is located within the City of Wanneroo and 
comprises 112 hectares. The legal description of the land is Lot 10 
Marmion Avenue Jindalee being portion of Swan Location 1370 of 
Plan 12465, Volume 1508, Folio 908. The land was purchased by the 
current owner, Westminster Estates Pty Ltd, in 1978. Westminster 
Estates Pty Ltd is owned and managed within the Estates Development 
Company (EDC) Group.

The amendment will provide a basis for the consideration by the 
Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) and the City of 
Wanneroo (CoW) of further detailed planning for the proposed 
development of the Jindee Innovation Project within the subject land. 
It is intended that the name Jindee will be the name of the estate area 
within the suburb of Jindalee. 

The amendment proposes to include a portion of the existing Parks 
and Recreation reserve located on the western boundary of Lot 10 
within the Urban zone, enabling the creation of a traditional coastal 
village. The amendment also proposes to reserve land currently zoned 
Urban within Lot 10 to Parks and Recreation to provide for the long 
term protection of a greater diversity of vegetation types and fauna 
assemblages than would be possible under the current reservation 
boundaries. The proposed modifications to the current reservations 
and zonings are depicted adjacent in the Purpose & Outcomes of 
Amendment Plan. 

REPORT STRUCTURE
This report forms part of a wider set of reports that have been 
prepared to support the MRS Amendment and provides an overview 
of the planning considerations and summary of Reports 2-4 as 
outlined below.

Report 1: Planning Considerations and Summary
Report 2: Urban Design and Sustainability
Report 3: Bush Forever Site 397: Statement of Environmental Effects
Report 4: Coastal Foreshore Environment
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PURPOSE & OUTCOMES OF AMENDMENT LEGEND
Proposed Urban Zone

Proposed Parks & Recreation Reserve

Proposed Carparking
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BACKGROUND
Prior to 1978, narrow foreshore reserves, approximately 40 metres 
wide, existed along most of the Burns Beach to Jindalee coast. The 
adjacent area of the coast comprised Lot 2 Burns Beach and a large lot 
of approximately 3,000 hectares north of Lot 2 (Hames Sharley1992, 
Coastal Planning Study Burns Beach to Jindalee).

Based on the recommendations of the 1977 report Planning Structure 
for the North West Corridor (MRPA), the large lot was subdivided in 
1978 into super lots suitable for residential subdivision. One of these 
lots was Lot 10 Marmion Avenue, Jindalee. A Parks and Recreation 
reserve was added to the coastal foreshore adjacent to the superlots. 
The Parks and Recreation reserve boundary created as a result of the 
subdivision was a macro level response to the then prevailing planning 
conditions and was simply a straight line drawn on a survey plan that 
did not reflect the local topographic or environmental conditions on 
the coast adjacent to Lot 10 (Hames Sharley1992, Coastal Planning 
Study Burns Beach to Jindalee).

In 1978 when the reservation was created, coastal nodal development 
had not been contemplated within the north-west corridor. In addition, 
little consideration was given to environmental factors such as the 
retention of landform and vegetation for residential development. 
The 1992 Coastal Planning Study Burns Beach to Jindalee recognised 
that maintaining the reserve boundaries created in 1978 would result 
in excessive cut and fill to accommodate the construction of coastal 
roads.  The study therefore proposed modifications to the foreshore 
boundary reserves within the study area to blend more harmoniously 
with the topography. To implement this, the study recognised that 
“land exchanges may be required between the reserve and the privately 
owned land”. 

The identification of a regional beach and coastal node at Jindee was 
contemplated in the Hames Sharley report (1992) and through the 
1996 Enquiry by Design Workshop. Both the report and the workshop 
recognised Lot 10 as being the single most appropriate location 
for coastal nodal development between Mindarie and Alkimos. It 
is adjacent to the future Brighton Town Centre and railway station, 
thereby offering access across the region.  In addition, the geology of 
the coast adjacent to Lot 10 is highly stable. The coastal environment 
within Lot 10 includes both limestone cliffs and beaches underpinned 
by limestone formation, which can support development closer to 
the coast than contemplated by the current MRS boundary.

With this background, this project is the culmination of 10 years of 
planning including: the 1996 and 2001 Enquiry by Design workshops 
(Ministry for Planning); the 2002 Jindee Design Charrette (EDC); and 
the 2004 Jindee Implementation Process and Design Workshops (WAPC, 
CoW, and EDC). The proposal incorporates many of the principles and 
objectives of the WAPC’s Liveable Neighbourhood Community Design 
Code, the State Sustainability Strategy and the CoW’s Smart Growth 
Strategy.

The following statement (not exhaustive) was provided by the Hon. 
Minister Alannah MacTiernan in a media statement in May 2007 for 
the proposed development at Jindee:

A proposal to develop a regional beach and beachside village at Jindee, 
near Butler on Perth’s northern fringes, is being considered. Planning and 
Infrastructure Minister Alannah MacTiernan said that the WA Planning 
Commission, the City of Wanneroo and Estates Development Company 
had reached preliminary agreement on the proposal. 

“Jindee is planned as a coastal village with cafes, shops, accommodation 
and some higher density residential development near a good swimming 
beach,” Ms MacTiernan said. 

“The village will be within an easy bus ride of the future railway station 
at Jindalee. It will provide the north-west corridor with amenities that 
generations of Western Australians have enjoyed at Cottesloe.  The 
coastline in this area includes a rocky headland enabling development 
closer to the coast than would be possible on a sandy beach. The beach 
itself, and the edge of the headland, will be retained for public use, so 
there will be a continuous reserve along the coast. 

To enable the development, it is proposed that eight hectares of coastal 
parks and recreation reserve be exchanged for an equal amount of 
nearby urban zoned land. This exchange will create new parks and 
recreation reserves back from the beach, protecting important habitats 
including Eglinton Hill, which is the highest sand dune in the district.  It 
will also ensure that car parking for beach-goers is not built in the coastal 
dunes, as has happened elsewhere.”

To this end, the project is recognised by the WAPC and the CoW as the 
Jindee Innovation Project. The shared vision of Jindee is to promote 
the creation of a community lifestyle and village premised on close 
interaction with the surrounding beach and landscape and an 
alternative to the conventional subdivision pattern contributing to the 
urban sprawl prevalent along the Perth coastline.  The culmination of 
over 10 years of planning, design development, and the undertaking 
of workshops and consultation with key stakeholders has resulted in 
the development of the proposed Jindee Structure Plan and the basis 
for the proposed MRS Amendment.
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2002 Jindee Design Charrette

2004 Jindee Implementation Process & Design Workshop
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•	 A different coding system is proposed that encourages diversity 
in urban design, engineering and landscaping across a continuum 
of residential and commercial densities and building uses. This 
is referred to as the ‘Transect’ within this document and the 
proposed Structure Plan and is explained in further detail in the 
Urban Design and Vision section of this report.

Assurance that the Jindee coastal village will be constructed in 
accordance with the vision for Jindee, once the MRS is amended, is 
provided through the Jindee Innovation Agreement.  This agreement 
requires that the land be developed in accordance with the proposed 
Jindee Structure Plan, as amended through the statutory planning 
processes.

As a coastal village, Jindee has been designed to have a dense anda dense and 
active urban beach front. Close interaction with the beach is critical 
and will ensure the viability of tourist, commercial and mixed use 
activities. The connectivity and proximity of the Jindee coastal node 
is premised on the location and design principles seen in traditional 
coastal settlements such as Fremantle and Cottesloe. 

The ‘sense of place’ evident in many traditional suburbs and towns, 
is in many cases, attributed to the retention of the natural landform 
and topography.  The emergence of civil engineering responses to 
subdivision design in recent decades has resulted in the provision of 
‘benched’ lots, which provide a levelled site to easily accommodate 
project homes.  This approach has attributed to the ‘sameness’ evident 
in many of our suburbs and has come at a cost; the loss of ‘sense of 
place’.

Jindee has been designed to reflect traditional coastal development 
which respects the dunal topography and coastal environment. This 
will be achieved by retaining the main coastal topographical features 
being the significant east west ridgelines located on Lot 10, and to 
retain a wider cross section of the coastal environment than would 
be retained in the existing Parks and Recreation reserve. The Trig 
Point (captured within the existing Eglinton Hill reservation) and 
the east-west oriented dunal ridgeline of which it is a part, are the 
most visually prominent landforms within the site, and for the district.and for the district..  
These elements form a focal point within the design and will create 
a significant visual cue that contributes to the place identity of the 
future community.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT
This amendment proposes to include 8.1ha of land, currently reserved 
for Parks and Recreation, within the Urban zone. In exchange, 8.1 ha of8.1 ha of 
land will be reserved for Parks and Recreation and set aside for regional 
beach car parking. 

2.0 hectares of carparking will be provided on land currently owned by 
Westminster Estates and ceded to the Crown in perpetuity and vested to 
the Council to accommodate the regional beach parking requirements. 
This equates to the land area assessed as likely to have been provided 
in the foreshore reserve had Lot 10 been developed conventionally. 

6.1 hectares of native vegetation in two discrete areas will be rezoned 
from Urban to Parks and Recreation. The location of these two areas has 
been located with the assistance of the Department of Environment and 
Conservation (DEC). Their location is also predicated on the basis that the 
two Parks and Recreation reserves will deliver superior environmental 
outcomes in relation to landforms, landscape retention and increased 
capture of biodiversity in respect of land types, vegetation, flora and 
fauna than would be available under the status quo. Together, thehe 
above initiatives equate to a like-for-like land exchange as proposed 
through the Jindee Innovation Agreement. 

JINDEE VISION
The vision for Jindee is to create a vibrant traditional coastal village that 
captures the essence of coastal living in Western Australia. In order to 
implement this vision, Jindee must be visually and physically linked 
to the beach and the sea. The current distance of the existing MRS 
boundary from land zoned Urban to the coast is in excess of 200m.  
This distance is too great to enable the development of an active 
coastal village.  Development needs to be brought forward to enable 
a direct connection with the coast to be established.  Together with 
the provision of compact residential development around the village 
centre, and supporting commercial and civic uses, the basic elements 
needed to ensure a vital and active centre are provided. The proposed 
Structure Plan for Jindee provides for this to occur and is one of the 
purposes behind this MRS Amendment. 

Aspects of the urban design of Jindee to note, as depicted on the 
proposed Structure Plan, include:

•	 Public access to the foreshore is complete. There is no “privatisation” 
of the interface between the urban areas and the beach; 

•	 Jindee is the nearest beach to the future Brighton Train Station 
allowing regional access to the beach by fast and efficient public 
transport. Bus services are planned by the Department of Transport 
from the Brighton train station to Jindee Coastal Village and beach 
and up and down the coast;

•	 Tourism facilities and accommodation are proposed and are 
dependant on the MRS amendment;
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PROPOSED JINDEE STRUCTURE PLAN LEGEND
T6 - Urban Core

T5 - Urban Centre

T4 - General Urban

Primary School

T3 - Sub-Urban

T2 - Natural Living

T1 - Natural Reserve (Regional Open Space)

Local Public Open Space

PREPARED BY DPZ IN ASSOCIATION WITH ROBERTS DAY
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The plan for Jindee is based on the design and layout of traditional 
coastal settlements.  The design of the traditional coastal village is 
compact; gives preference to the pedestrian; encourages walking by 
creating an attractive and diverse environment; allows for efficient use 
of public transport; creates employment opportunities within walking 
distance or at least close proximity; and includes a mix of housing types 
for a diverse and vibrant community. The village centre within these 
traditional coastal settlements is the centre of activity for the district, 
similar to Fremantle and Cottesloe settlements, where people come 
from a wide area to enjoy the coastal and village environment.

Lot 10 is currently zoned Urban under the MRS and therefore, subject 
to further detailed planning, is able to be developed for residential 
development without the need for an MRS Amendment. However, 
in order to achieve the vision for Jindee as a true coastal village, an 
amendment to the MRS is required. 

It should be noted that the level of detail provided in this MRS 
Amendment report is greater than normally provided.  This has been 
done to give those assessing the proposal a thorough understanding 
of the outcomes of the MRS Amendment for the whole site and the 
greater region, and not just to the areas proposed to be rezoned.  The 
extent of the benefits of the development goes beyond the local, 
district and regional aspects to planning and development innovation 
for the state and particularly for coastal development.  Jindee will be a 
fully integrated urban development that is of a standard and character 
not previously contemplated in Western Australia. 

JINDEE INNOVATION AGREEMENT
The creation of a unique coastal village has been the basis for the 
establishment of the Jindee Innovation Agreement. Parties to the 
Jindee Innovation Agreement are the landowner, Westminster Estates 
Pty Ltd, the Western Australian Planning Commission and the City of 
Wanneroo. 

The Jindee Innovation Agreement proposes a ‘like-for-like’ exchange of 
land currently located within the foreshore for land located within Lot 
10.  The Agreement requires that the land be developed in accordance 
with the design reflected in the proposed Jindee Structure Plan, 
as amended through the statutory planning processes. If the MRS 
Amendment is successful, the Jindee Innovation Agreement provides for 
the relevant valuation of land to be undertaken and an exchange of 
land to occur between the Government and the landowner. 

The land exchange proposal accepts that the proposed Parks and 
Recreation reserves will deliver superior outcomes in respect of 
landform and landscape retention and increased capture of biodiversity 
in respect of soil and landform types, vegetation, flora and habitats, 
than would be available with the retention of the existing Parks and 
Recreation reserve and the associated regional car parking that would, 
of necessity, traditionally be located in the foreshore reserve. 

The urban design for Jindee proposes to locate regional car parking 
within the existing Urban zoned land, not within the foreshore. This is 
a fundamental aspect of the development of the Jindee coastal village. 
The standard engineering response to car parking provision on the 
Western Australian coast has been to locate significant car parking 
on the foreshore reserve between the beach and the urban form. This 
effectively separates people from the very reasons they visit a coastal 
village. 

The design proposed for Jindee seeks to find a solution to this 
desecration of the foreshore by providing a significant amount of on 
street car parking and by sleeving large car parks behind development, 
within the existing MRS Urban zoned land. This enables the land 
overlooking the beach and the ocean to be used for purposeful public 
use consistent with community expectations for a coastal village, 
including pedestrian promenades, seating, cafes, hotels, restaurants, 
shops and other tourist facilities. 

The Jindee Innovation Agreement does not fetter any statutory controls 
of the regulatory authorities, rather it sets a framework for the WAPC, 
the CoW and EDC, to work together through the statutory processes to 
achieve the objective of creating a unique coastal village at Jindee and 
to improve stakeholder understanding of the project and its objectives. 
The framework envisages that the MRS amendment, TPS amendment 
(or new TPS) and the Jindee Structure Plan will proceed in unison to 
provide certainty to all participants that the vision for Jindee will be 
entrenched in the planning processes. 
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PROPOSED EXCHANGE AREAS
Carparking (Regional Beach/Shared Commercial Uses)

LEGEND

Proposed Urban Zone

Proposed Parks & Recreation Reserve

MRA Line - (proposed line of development 
as determined by MP Rogers & Associates)

Urban Zone = 8.1ha*

Parks & Recreation Reserve 6.1ha
= 8.1ha*

Carparking 2.0ha

* equal areas based on statutory processes
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02 site description

LOCATION
Jindee is located on Lot 10 Marmion Avenue, Jindalee, approximately 
37km north of the Perth Central Business District in the North West 
Corridor, 14km north-west of Joondalup City Centre, and 1km from 
the future Brighton train station as depicted on the Site Location 
Plan. 

The land has approximately 930 metres of frontage to the Indian 
Ocean. The beach frontage in the northern portion of Lot 10 and the 
southern portion of Lot 9 (located to the north of Lot 10) is identified 
as a regional beach in the 1992 Burns Beach to Jindalee Coastal 
Planning Study (1992, Hames Sharley). Principal access to the site is 
via Marmion Avenue, which is currently constructed to Kingsbridge 
Boulevard, immediately south of Lot 10. Marmion Avenue is proposed 
to be extended to Yanchep Beach Road (single carriageway) by the 
end of 2007.

EXISTING AND SURROUNDING LAND USES
The site is covered by remnant coastal heath and has no current active 
use. The urban development front within the North West Corridor has 
progressed in a northerly direction beyond the subject site, through 
to Yanchep and Two Rocks. 

Surrounding land uses to the south and east of the site include the 
residential estates of Quinns Rock, Brighton and Butler. The site 
is within close proximity to the proposed northern rail extension 
(expected to be constructed between 2015-2020), the proposed 
Brighton rail station, and the Mitchell Freeway extension. The Alkimos 
Eglinton landholdings to the north are identified for future urban 
development and are expected to accommodate more than 50,000 
residents over the next 25 years.

Existing development within the corridor has involved widespread 
earthworking of the natural topography and clearing of remnant 
vegetation. The resulting settlement pattern is homogenous 
comprising predominantly low density, single residential development.  
The limited range of lots sizes and housing types constrains the social 
and economic diversity of the population. 

Surrounding Conventional Subdivision
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SITE LOCATION PLAN LEGEND
Other Regional Road
Primary Regional Road
Brighton District Centre
Proposed Alignment of Northern Railway
Proposed Railway Station
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TOPOGRAPHY AND LANDFORM
The subject land generally rises from west to east, graduating from 16 
metres AHD on the current western boundary of Lot 10, to 56 metres 
AHD at Trig Point in the south-east of the site.

The landform may generally be described as comprising coastal dunes 
and undulating limestone ridge terrain. The site is characterised by 
a series of east-west orientated dune escarpments connecting with 
limestone cliffs, headlands and sandy beach areas to the west of 
the current MRS Parks and Recreation reserve, creating a natural 
amphitheatre immediately adjacent to the coast. The southern 
portion of the existing Parks and Recreation reserve, adjacent to 
Lot 10, consists of a rocky shoreline, whilst the northern portion is 
characterised by wider sandy beaches.

The dune ridges oriented in an east-west direction across the site are 
parabolic dunes of the Quindalup system. These Aeolian Holocene 
dunes overlie the older Spearwood dunes. The foredunes are located 
immediately inland  and lie parallel to the coastline and are derived 
from marine sediments.

The site also contains transgressive dunes (superimposed sets of 
parabolic dunes) and inter-dunal valleys which comprise of dune 
swales (moist depressions between dunes) and dune hollows (dry 
depressions between dunes).

The site contains a variety of coastal landforms associated with 
the Quindalup and Cottesloe landform units. The Quindalup unit 
generally contains dunes and beach ridges composed of calcareous 
sand and the Cottesloe unit is typically a low, hilly landscape with 
shallow sand over limestone. 

GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY
The geology of this area can be summarised as a major coastal ridge 
of Pleistocene Tamala limestone and associated surface soils, variably 
overlain, but most prominently in the west, by a series of younger 
Holocene sand dune deposits.

SOILS
The characteristics of the soil types within the site vary depending on 
whether the soils are derived from the Quindalup or the Spearwood 
dune systems.

SURFACE HYDROLOGY
There are no naturally occurring surface water courses or water 
bodies within the site. As a result of the highly porous nature of the 
dune sands and underlying limestone sediments, the dominant 
surface hydrological process within the site is rainfall infiltration and 
groundwater recharge. 

02 site description

GROUNDWATER
An unconfined aquifer has developed in the Tamala Limestone 
sediments. The water table lies at around 1.5 metres AHD along the 
eastern boundary and at around 0.5 metres AHD at the western 
boundary. The direction of groundwater flow is west-south-westerly, 
towards the coast. 

The water table is located up to 50 metres below the ground surface, 
shallowest in the western sections of the site, and deepest below the 
ridges in the eastern sector of the site (Water and Rivers Commission, 
1997). 

Groundwater quality is generally fresh, particularly in the upper 
part of the aquifer, with salinity in the range 500 – 1,000mg/L TDS 
(Davidson, 1995). A wedge of saline water from the ocean may exist 
at the base of the aquifer very close to the coast.

Lot 10 Jindee - Coastal & Inland Environment
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TOPOGRAPHY AND LANDFORM LEGEND
Dune Ridge Lines

Index Contour (mAHD)
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03 intent of metropolitan region scheme amendment

The objective of the MRS Amendment is to facilitate:

•	 The creation of a vibrant coastal village which is physically and 
visually linked to the coast and of sufficient density to ensure 
vibrancy throughout the year, thereby operating as an attractor 
for the district and regional communities; 

•	 To provide Parks and Recreation reserves with wider cross sections 
of the coastal environment than is achieved in the existing Parks 
and Recreation reserve. This diversity will ensure the capture of a 
greater diversity of vegetation types and fauna assemblages as a 
result of the proposed rezoning; and

•	 The locating of car parking for the regional beach off the foreshore 
reserve and on land currently privately owned, which will be ceded 
to the Crown.

The proposed Jindee Structure Plan (refer Page 7) has been developed to 
achieve these objectives, and the objectives of the wider sustainability 
framework and Smart Growth framework of the CoW.  ImplementationImplementation 
of the proposed Jindee Structure Plan can only be achieved if the 
existing MRS zoning and reservations are amended. 

CHANGES TO MRS ZONES AND RESERVES
The amendment comprises two components as depicted in the 
proposed MRS Amendment Plan, and can be summarised as follows:

•	 Rezoning a portion of the Parks & Recreation reserve to Urban; 
and

•	 Reserving a portion of Lot 10, currently zoned Urban, as Parks 
and Recreation.

Rezoning a portion of the Parks & Recreation reserve to 
Urban
The current Parks and Recreation reserve generally comprises the 
coastal foreshore reserve that provides a continuous link from 
Mindarie Marina to the south, through to Alkimos-Eglinton to the 
north. The existing linear Parks and Recreation reserve is included in 
Bush Forever Site No 397.

The amendment will maintain the coastal foreshore link but modify 
the boundary of the existing Parks and Recreation reserve to enable 
the creation of a coastal node at Jindee in accordance with the 
provisions of the State Coastal Planning Policy.

Reserving a portion of Lot 10, currently zoned Urban, as 
Parks and Recreation
One of the principal objectives of the amendment is to ensure a 
greater diversity of vegetation types and fauna assemblages as a 
result of the proposed rezoning. 

6.1 hectares of native vegetation in two discrete areas will be rezoned 
from Urban to Parks and Recreation. The areas to be reserved have been 
located with the assistance of the Department of Environment and 
Conservation (DEC). Their location is also predicated on the basis that the 
two Parks and Recreation reserves will deliver superior environmental 
outcomes in relation to land forms, landscape retention and increased 
capture of biodiversity in respect of land types, vegetation, flora and 
fauna than would be available under the status quo. 

The areas proposed to be reserved for Parks and Recreation are 
located adjacent to the coastal reserve and further inland providing 
an opportunity to establish a regional open space system, providingproviding 
more comprehensive examples of the coastal environment than could 
be obtained by reservation of the area adjacent to the foreshore alone.  
This will ensure a better environmental outcome overall. 
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PROPOSED MRS AMENDMENT PLAN LEGEND
Boundary of Lot 10 Marmion Ave
Boundary of Amendment Area

PROPOSED MRS AMENDMENT

Parks & Recreation Reserve

Urban Zone

EXISTING MRS RESERVES + 
ZONES
Reserved Lands

Roads

Zones

Parks & Recreation
Waterways

Other Regional Roads

Urban
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KEY OUTCOMES
The amendment, in association with the Jindee Innovation Agreement, 
will achieve three key outcomes:

1. An improved environmental and landscape character outcome 
for the site;

2. The creation of a vibrant and sustainable coastal village through 
innovative design techniques; and

3. Regional beach carparking located within the urban areas rather 
than the standard practice of incorporating parking within the 
foreshore reserve, between development and the coast.
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1. Improved environmental outcome
A detailed assessment of the environmental attributes of the existing 
and proposed Parks and Recreation reserve has been carried out by 
environmental consultants RPS. 

The Trig Point (captured in the existing Eglinton Hill reservation) 
and the major east-west dunal ridge landscape feature has been the 
focus of design attention aimed to ensure retention of prominent 
landscape and landform features within the site. An optimal design 
outcome has been achieved by creating an east-west oriented 
reserve area adjoining the coastal reserve, at the western extent of 
the ridge. In areas of increased density where the retention of the 
natural landform and vegetation is not possible, the re-creation of the 
Western Australian coastal landscape character is proposed.

The Jindee proposal delivers a very significant advancement in urban 
planning in the north west corridor. The proposal will also deliver best 
practice in terms of sustainability, connectivity, walkability, diversity 
and general amenity.

Lot 10 Jindee - Inland Vegetation

SOUTHERN PORTION OF PROPOSED JINDEE STRUCTURE PLAN
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If development is not able to be brought closer to the coast, as proposed 
in this MRS amendment, Jindee could not meet the aspirations of the 
community as the distance from the coast is too great. 

The coastal village envisaged at Jindee is dependent upon merging 
the activities within the urban and foreshore areas to create an 
active urban front similar to that found within the older traditional 
coastal settlements such as Cottesloe and Fremantle. The proposed 
amendment will provide for the close interaction between the urban 
and foreshore areas and will ensure the social problems emerging in 
areas such as Scarborough, where development is isolated from the 
coast by excessive reservations and extensive car parks in the foreshore 
reserve, are not replicated.

The type of village development proposed at Jindee is consistent with 
the outcomes of recent community surveys undertaken for the Perth 
Coastal Planning Strategy (PCPS). The PCPS was initiated by the Coastal 
Planning & Coordination Council (CPCC) to ensure that future planning 
decisions along the metropolitan coastline result in integrated and 
sustainable development that reflects the expectations of the wider 
community.

The CPCC, through the preparation of the PCPS, undertook a number 
of studies into the use and management of Perth’s metropolitan coast, 
as well as workshops and community surveys. The community noted 
that the coast was an important place to socialise and relax, with 90% 
of respondents expecting the urban coast to offer opportunities to 
socialise at a cafe, restaurant or hotel.

From the community survey, there was a clear belief (two thirds of 
survey respondents) that development should be concentrated in 
selected coastal nodes to enable widespread retention and protection 
of the coastal environment. Over half of the respondents felt that new 
activity centres (nodes) needed to be developed on the coast.

This sentiment was also reflected in the various workshops, with a 
key message from the youth workshop that development should 
be concentrated in localised nodes with maintained green strips in 
between, especially in the area from Mindarie to Two Rocks. A majority 
of participants also believe that new nodes should be developed, rather 
than expanding existing activity centres. The key workshop identified 
that nodal development and people friendly places were a top priority 
for improvement on the coast.

The Jindee design has been developed utilising these principles of 
community development. It is also uniquely situated as it is:

•	 located at the nearest point to a major planned railway station 
at Brighton Town Centre and therefore offering greater regional 
access than other areas; and 

•	 the coastal morphology can support development close to the 
coast. 

Casual Cafe Experiences

Mullaloo Beach Surf Life Saving Club

2. The creation of a vibrant coastal village through 
innovative design techniques
Jindee is based on the principles of traditional neighbourhood design, 
with a compact village centre, walkable, mixed use neighbourhoods, 
and a street network that promotes pedestrian movement and 
activity, reducing the dominance of the car in the environment. The 
street network has been sensitively designed to reflect landform and 
topographic features. It has also been designed to provide a wide 
diversity of experiences – from the coastal promenade, through dense 
urban form to the naturalistic environment on the ridges.

The success of Jindee as a coastal village is dependent upon establishing 
a close physical connection with the coast and associated foreshore 
areas. This could not be achieved with the width of the current Parks and 
Recreation reserve, which would impose a 200-260 metre separation 
between the proposed urban areas and the coast. 
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Jindee uses the Transect approach for design development and 
proposes it as a regulatory framework. Both the CoW and the 
Department of Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) support its use for 
Jindee as a means to assess its potential for broader use.  A Transect 
is a geographical cross-section of an area used to reveal a sequence of 
environments. As a planning tool, the Transect can be logically used to 
organise changes in the urban environment, to build diversity into the 
design elements and to introduce regulatory controls for development. 
One of the single largest problems faced by developers and regulators 
alike is that the planning, urban design, architectural, engineering and 
landscaping responses for conventional development are calibrated to 
give a single monocultural outcome in the development process – the 
suburban context. 

The Transect is used to logically organise diversity to reflect the 
distinctive range of development in urban environments. The Transect 
has been calibrated for the Jindee project to reflect a local rather than 
regional context. Within Jindee there are six Transects referred to as T1 
to T6. The areas referred to as T1 are the most natural and T6 reflect the 
most urbansied form.  

Further details of the Transect methodology are provided in the Urban 
Design and Sustainability section of this report and in Report No 
2.  The following provides a brief overview of the type of built form, 
landscaping and engineering details relevant to each of the Transects 
at Jindee:

•	 T1 refers to the natural environment to be experienced within 
the Parks and Recreation reserves to be created by this MRS 
Amendment application. 

•	 T2 areas include residential uses located within the natural 
environment. Lots would be large and vegetation protected 
outside of building envelopes; housing set backs would be 
significant; roads, planning and engineering controls would allow 
for roads to be freeform with no kerbing and open swales to 
take run off; street trees would be naturalistic planted in clumps; 
pedestrian access would be provided in meandering paths rather 
than footpaths adjacent to roads; and road radii would be larger.

•	 T3 is the Sub-Urban Transect and most reflective of conventional 
development and conventional lot sizes. Streets would be 
predominantly straight and with roll over curbing. Street trees 
would be planted in rows and equal distance apart. Open space 
would be provided as parks with more greenscape and plantings.

•	 T4 is the General Urban Transect. In this Transect, roads are likely 
to be straight and serviced by back lanes to reduce crossovers 
in these denser areas; footpaths would be wider and kerbing 
upright; housing is more likely to be attached and set backs would 
be reduced; street radii would be tight to slow traffic and provide 
a more urban feel.

•	 T5 is the Urban Centre Transect of Jindee around the foreshore, 
containing commercial as well as residential. Frontages would be 
aligned; roads would be fully kerbed and alleys would provide 
access to areas off the main streets. More hardscape and open 
space would be provided as squares; road radii would be tight. 

•	 T6 at Jindee is associated with the Brighton Town Centre on 
Marmion Avenue. This is described as Urban Core and reflective of 
denser commercial activity.

It is planned to use this design and regulatory framework at Jindee to 
ensure diversity in the development outcome. 
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3. Location of carparking for the regional beach
The nominated regional beach is co-located on Lot 10 (Jindee) and 
Lot 9, to the north of the subject land. The current practice in Western 
Australia is to provide regional beach parking immediately adjacent 
to the coast within the foreshore reserve. While this approach may be 
suitable where development is separated from the foreshore reserve, 
this is not ideal for the integrated development envisaged at the 
Jindee coastal node.

To enhance the amenity of the coastal reserve, the proposed Jindee 
Structure Plan locates the parking required for the regional beach 
‘sleeved’ behind the built form, as depicted on the adjacent plan. The 
location of carparking within the urban environment has a number 
of benefits, ensuring a better outcome than would be achieved by a 
conventional subdivision, which would locate a large carpark within the 
coastal foreshore area to cater to regional beach users. Such benefits 
include:  

•	 a higher degree of visual amenity to be achieved compared 
to the traditional carparking layout provided within foreshore 
reserves by not having to construct approximately 2 hectares ofby not having to construct approximately 2 hectares of 
hard stand bitumen for carparking immediately adjacent to the 
coast;

•	 improved safety and surveillance by locating the carparking 
within the proposed coastal village, as opposed to being isolated 
from development and having no passive surveillance during the 
evening and off peak times;

•	 the development of an active coastal interface and vibrant urban 
beach environment;

•	 parking is located in close proximity to the regional beach and 
associated commercial beach uses, benefiting all beach users 
(not only those utilising the actual beach); and

•	 more efficient use of the foreshore area to provide for a range of 
recreational opportunities where pedestrians and cyclists have 
priority.

Jindee has also been designed to maximize availability of carparking on 
the street. This has been achieved by, among other things, designing 
road reserve widths with the capacity to accommodate the required 
on street car parking, and incorporating lanes that provide rear access 
to development. There is significant additional on-street parking that 
will also be provided that is designed to attract people to the beach, 
including along the Esplanade, around the squares and along the link 
roads to other developments. 

A preliminary carparking assessment has been undertaken and it is 
estimated that the proposed carparking blocks and on-street parking 
will accommodate approximately 860 parking bays to service the 
users of the regional beach and the mixed use/ commercial land uses, 
which will likely include cafes, restaurants, and specialty shops such 
as beach apparel. 

The adjacent images depict the location of parking proposed at 
Jindee, which is in contrast to the traditional location of carparking 
within the foreshore reserve.  The design of the Jindee foreshore 
prioritises pedestrians over cars and carparking while ensuring easy 
and convenient access to the regional beach. As provided for in the 
Jindee Innovation Agreement, the land to be set aside for regional 
beach carparking will be ceded to the Crown and vested in Council. 
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CARPARKING IN PROXIMITY TO BEACH AT SCARBOROUGHCARPARKING IN PROXIMITY TO BEACH AT JINDEE
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The future development of the subject land is guided by a series of 
statutory and strategic (non-statutory) documents. The strategic 
documents, such as State level planning strategies and district level 
structure plans, provide the framework for the future growth and 
development of regions, generally for periods of between 10 and 30 
years.

State Planning Policies (SPP) are prepared by the WAPC under 
Section 26 of the Planning and Development Act (2005). The SPPs are 
overriding, broad level policies, for application at a strategic level, and 
guide planning and development decision making throughout the 
state.

The ability to develop land in accordance with the designated 
land uses contained in strategic planning strategies and policies 
is provided through the statutory controls of regional and local 
planning schemes, and are complimented by planning policies, 
prepared pursuant to the local planning scheme that generally relate 
to particular planning matters.

Jindee is identified in both strategic planning documents and 
through statutory provisions as being suitable for urban development 
subject to further detailed planning. The proposal complies with the 
objectives and principles of all relevant policies. 

REGIONAL CONTEXT
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STATUTORY PLANNING FRAMEWORK
Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS)
The subject land is predominantly zoned Urban with a Parks and 
Recreation reserve over Trig Point in the south eastern quadrant. The 
subject land abuts an Other Regional Road reservation to the east 
(Marmion Avenue) and Parks and Recreation reserve to the west 
(coastal foreshore). 

City of Wanneroo District Planning Scheme No. 2
The subject land is predominantly zoned Urban Development under 
the City’s DPS No 2, and reflects the Parks and Recreation reserves in 
the MRS. 

The Scheme allows for 3000m2 of retail floorspace at Jindee, which 
is reflected in the proposed Jindee Structure Plan. The scheme also 
denotes Additional and Restricted Uses on the site. The restricted 
land uses depicted in DPS No 2 include a medical centre and church 
uses (R1 & R2). An additional use for the purpose of a service station 
has also been identified (A26). 

The Urban Development zone requires the preparation of a structure 
plan to ensure comprehensive planning is undertaken prior to 
subdivision and development. It is proposed that the Local Scheme 
Amendment, or preparation of a new Scheme and structure planning 
processes will occur concurrently with the MRS amendment. 

While the existing zoning allows for urban development on Lot 10, the 
rezoning of the land reserved for Parks and Recreation adjacent to the 
foreshore to allow urban development closer to the coast is essential 
to the successful implementation of the vision for Jindee. DPS No 2 
will be modified to be consistent with the changes proposed in this 
MRS amendment to enable the creation of a coastal village with close 
physical connections to the beach. 

METRPOLITAN REGION SCHEME

CITY OF WANNEROO DISTRICT DPS NO. 2
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State Planning Policies (SPP)
Development of land must be generally consistent with any relevant 
State Planning Policy (SPP) prepared and adopted by the WAPC under 
Section 26 of the Planning and Development Act (2005). The WAPC 
and local governments must have ‘due regard’ to the provisions 
of SPPs when preparing or amending regional and town planning 
schemes and when making decisions on planning matters. Jindee has 
been planned having due regard and incorporating, where necessary, 
aspects of all relevant SPPs. A summary of the relevant SPPs are listed 
below. 

SPP No. 2 Environment and Natural Resources Policy
The Environment and Natural Resources SPP defines the principles and 
considerations that represent good and responsible planning in terms 
of environment and natural resource issues. The policy aims to ensure 
that environment and natural resource management is integrated 
with broader land use planning and promotes the protection, 
conservation and enhancement of the natural environment. 

SPP No. 2 sets out the broad environment and resource management 
policies for sustainability, including measures to:

•	 Safeguard and enhance areas of environmental significance on 
the coast including the marine environment;

•	 Ensure use and development on, or adjacent to, the coast is 
compatible with its future sustainable use for conservation, 
recreation and tourism in appropriate areas; and

•	 Take into account the potential for impacts from changes in 
climate and weather, human activities and cultural heritage 
including coastal and urban communities, natural systems and 
water resources.

The proposed development of Jindee is consistent with the objectives 
of the Environment and Natural Resources SPP. The landowner is 
committed to a development that is compatible with, and respects its 
coastal setting; recognises areas of environmental significance; and 
provides for a range of recreation and tourism opportunities.

This SPP is supplemented by more detailed planning policies which 
provide specific guidelines for development and protection of the 
environment and resources, specifically SPP No 2.6 State Coastal 
Planning Policy. 

SPP 2.6 – State Coastal Planning Policy
The State Coastal Planning Policy addresses land use planning and 
development issues specifically as they relate to the protection and 
management of the coast. The objectives of this Policy are to: 

•	 protect, conserve and enhance coastal values, particularly in 
areas of landscape, nature conservation, indigenous and cultural 
significance;

•	 provide for public foreshore areas and access to these on the 
coast; 

•	 ensure the identification of appropriate areas for the sustainable 
use of the coast for housing, tourism, recreation, ocean access, 
maritime industry, commercial and other activities; and 

•	 ensure that the location of coastal facilities and development 
takes into account coastal processes, including erosion, 
accretion, storm surge, tides, wave conditions, sea level change 
and biophysical criteria.

SPP 2.6 distinguishes between establishing a sufficient width for a 
coastal foreshore reserve, and development setbacks for physical 
processes. A total setback provides for both physical process and 
other factors such as the protection of ecological values and the 
provision of public access within the coastal foreshore reserve. 

The required total setback varies according to the circumstances of 
the particular proposal and as a general guide, a total setback in the 
order of 100 metres is required, unless a lesser setback is warranted 
in accordance with the provisions of the policy. The preparation of 
coastal planning strategies or coastal foreshore management plans, in 
partnership with the broader community, is also strongly advocated 
by SPP No 2.6. 

Possible exemptions to the coastal processes setback include the 
development of coastal nodes. SPP No 2.6 states:

“The need for the provision of development nodes on the coast is 
recognised and should provide for a range of facilities to benefit the 
broader public. Such nodes may be developed within the setback area 
but should only be located where necessary ancillary coastal protection 
structures would not result in erosion or destabilisation of adjacent coast. 
Nodes should be located on stable areas and should avoid areas of high 
natural landscape or resource value.”

Should an exemption apply, the Policy states that development will 
be assessed on a case by case basis against the policy measures 
establishing an appropriate width for the coastal foreshore. Jindee has 
been identified as a coastal node and should therefore be considered 
and assessed in accordance with the exemption provisions provided 
for in the policy.  The current coastal setback (before any consideration 
of the MRS Amendment) to the Lot 10 boundary ranges between 
200-260 metres, far in excess of the recommended 100 metre setback 
provided for in the policy.
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The proposed development setback has been calculated based 
on an appropriate coastal processes setback as a result of detailed 
investigations to ensure that the setbacks correspond to land 
suitable for development and the foreshore reserve requirements. 
The foreshore reserve requirements include the consideration of 
ecological, landscape and seascape values; indigenous and cultural 
heritage; visual amenity; public access, and public recreation needs. 
Combined with consideration of the coastal processes setback, 
as determined by MP Rogers and Associates Coastal Engineers, a 
development setback and foreshore width has been established 
which conforms to the policy provisions and criteria set out in SPP No 
2.6 and has resulted in a varied setback along the coastal foreshore.

Further detail in regard to the determination of an acceptable coastal 
setback and compliance with SPP No 2.6 is provided in the Coastal 
Foreshore Environment section of this report and the supplementary 
technical Report No 4. 

It is noted that an amendment to SPP No 2.6 has recently been 
introduced. The amendment relates to building height limits for areas 
within 300 metres of the coastal foreshore.  The height limit applies to 
most development including residential, short stay accommodation, 
offices and hotels and will generally provide for a five storey height 
limit with eight storeys permitted at major activity centres (subject 
to criteria including broad community support). Jindee proposes 
to provide diversity in built form, including height which will range 
from 2-5 storeys along the coast and will be consistent with the policy 
objectives. 

Further to the requirements of SPP No 2.6, the Western Australian 
State Government has recognised that Perth’s metropolitan coastline 
is a significant asset enjoyed by much of the City’s population and 
through the Coastal Planning and Coordination Council (CPCC) has 
initiated the Perth Coastal Planning Strategy (PCPS) to ensure future 
planning decisions along the coast are integrated and sustainable, as 
mentioned previously in this report. 

The project outline for the draft PCPS states that demands for 
commercial and other activities along the coast should be 
accommodated in an ecologically sustainable manner, within 
standards acceptable to the community. This document also lists, 
as a principal objective of the Strategy, that economic and social 
considerations are given equal standing with environmental issues 
in the determination of strategic direction, noting that the growth 
of Perth’s northern metropolitan area will require the provision of 
additional commercial coastal nodes (WAPC 2005). 

Various community surveys were carried out as part of the PCPS. 
The community surveys and workshops were used to determine 
how the community ‘see’ the coast, what they value about it and the 
principles they feel should guide coastal development. The surveys 
recommended that existing nodes of development should be 
utilised and new ones established to encourage year round use of 
the beach and its facilities (Eliot et al 2005). The establishment of the 
a coastal village at Jindee will satisfy the need for additional nodes 
to be established along the coast, particularly within the north west 
corridor, to provide places for recreation and activity for the wider 
community.

Draft SPP No 3: Urban Growth and Settlement
The Draft Urban Growth and Settlement Policy is a broad sector policy 
which establishes the principles and considerations for urban growth 
within the State. The Policy aims to ensure that future development 
is undertaken in a sustainable manner, providing a variety of housing 
types and densities, recognising the pressure of development on the 
natural environment and resources in the provision of infrastructure 
to service urban growth.

The subject land is located within an existing urban area and is close 
to the future Alkimos Regional Centre and Butler District Centre. 
There will be good access to:

•	 public transport, including the proposed Brighton Rail Station; 
•	 employment opportunities within the north west corridor, 

particularly the Alkimos Eglinton Regional Centre; and
•	 local and regional recreation facilities, both active and passive. 

The development proposed for Jindee is based on traditional 
neighbourhood design principles focussed on delivering a cohesive 
community with a diversity of lot sizes and housing product. The 
proposal is consistent with the objectives and policy measures of the 
Draft SPP, specifically in relation to:

•	 the creation of sustainable communities;
•	 utilisation of urban design techniques which enhance community 

identity; and
•	 the creation of a sense of place which provides for the effective 

protection of the environment.
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BUTLER-JINDELEE DISTRICT STRUCTURE PLAN (2005)
adopted by WAPC & City of Waneroo

LOT 10 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING FRAMEWORK
The North West Corridor Structure Plan (NWCSP) (DPUD, 1992) provides 
the regional planning framework for the development of the north 
west corridor within the Perth metropolitan area. The framework for 
the NWCSP was established by METROPLAN (DPUD, 1990) and the 
Urban Expansion Statement (DPUD, 1990), and was adopted by the 
Commission in 1992. 

The strategic planning framework of the NWCSP and the Butler-
Jindalee District Structure Plan (BJDSP) (DPI, 2005), and the statutory 
planning provisions of the MRS and City of Wanneroo District Planning 
Scheme No 2 (DPS No 2) have consistently identified the subject land 
as suitable for urban development. 

Regional Strategies
State Planning Strategy (SPS) 1997
The SPS (1997) was prepared by the WAPC as a ‘whole of government’ 
approach to guide land use planning through the State, with more 
specific plans and strategies prepared for some regions. The SPS 
earmarks the subject land as a ‘Growth Pressure Area’. Contributing to 
the growth are a number of factors including:

•	 the proximity of Western Australia to Asia, the fastest growing 
economic region in the world;

•	 overseas and interstate migration; and
•	 the resource boom currently occurring in the state of Western 

Australia. 

The State Sustainability Strategy (2003)
The State Sustainability Strategy provides a framework for the State 
Government to respond to the sustainability agenda. The most 
relevant section of the Strategy to the Jindee proposal is Section 
4 – Sustainability and Settlements. This Section aims to create a 
sustainable balance of employment, transport, housing choice and 
community development by managing urban and regional growth 
including population change through better urban structure. 

A number of broad actions are prescribed, such as ‘increasing 
commitment to sustainable urban design which creates community 
orientated city spaces and networks.’ Achieving a sustainable 
development outcome is integral to the Jindee design. The Jindee 
project has been assessed against the State Sustainability checklist 
and is consistent with the objectives of the Strategy. Jindee offers 
an alternative urban structure to conventional subdivision, in which 
sustainability principles are imbedded in the design. Further detail is 
provided in the Urban Design & Sustainability section of this report 
and the supplementary technical Report No 2.

Network City (2005)
The WA Government and the WAPC adopted Network City as a 
metropolitan planning strategy for Perth and the Peel region. Network 
City takes into account spatial planning and strategy, implementation, 
planning for a liveable city, economy and employment, environment 
and heritage, transport, and infrastructure. Network City is used 
to guide broad scale land use planning in the Perth Metropolitan 
Region and describes the location of land uses including urban areas, 
strategic regional centres, and industrial areas. 

The subject land is marked as ‘areas where there are fewer 
opportunities for urban consolidation outside of activities centres 
and corridors’. The subject land abuts Marmion Avenue which is 
classified as ‘an activity corridor with excellent public transport’. The 
subject land also abuts an ‘activity centre on an activity corridor.’ 

The proposal for Jindee supports the Network City framework for 
the development of Marmion Avenue as an activity corridor by 
locating commercial uses along Marmion Avenue, connecting with 
the Brighton Town Centre and Brighton Rail Station. The inclusion 
of commercial land within the subject site will also contribute to 
the economic development of the north-west corridor in creating 
employment within the region and, with a leisure and visitor market 
focus, compliment the development of the adjacent ‘activity centre’ 
at Brighton.

While the subject land has been identified as an ‘area where there 
are fewer opportunities for urban consolidation outside of activities 
centres and corridors’, the compact form and diversity of uses 
proposed at Jindee through the implementation of the Transect 
methodology, will allow a more sustainable form of development, 
as promoted through Network City policy objectives, than would be 
contemplated by conventional development.

FOR PUBLIC COMMENT
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NORTH WEST CORRIDOR STRUCTURE PLAN 1992
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Regional and Sub-Regional Structure Plans
North West Corridor Structure Plan (1992)
The North West Corridor Structure Plan (NWCSP) was prepared by the 
then Department of Planning and Urban Development in 1992 and 
is currently being reviewed. It identifies the subject land as Category 
A1 Future Urban. Category A1 is defined (as per the Urban Expansion 
Policy 1990) as ‘those areas most likely to be urbanised in the normal 
course of development within the next five years to ten years.’ 

The MRS Parks and Recreation reservations, encompassing the 
foreshore reserve and Trig Point are also identified in the NWCSP. 
Marmion Avenue is depicted as a Regional Road and the District 
Coastal Access Roads feeding off Marmion Avenue and parallel to the 
foreshore reserve are also identified. 

The proposed development for Jindee is consistent with the broad 
land uses contemplated for the subject land through the NWCSP. 
The provisions of the NWCSP, however, do not provide any guidance 
in relation to the suitability of areas for specific purposes, nor does 
it provide specific objectives in relation to environmental or social 
sustainability. 

It has been recognised that the NWCSP has not delivered the key 
economic, environmental and social outcomes, particularly in relation 
to local employment generation, environmental sustainability and 
access to services and infrastructure. These issues were examined at 
the 1996 Jindalee Enquiry by Design workshops, where it was noted, 
inter alia, that:

•	 whilst the NWCSP anticipated local employment generation at 
60% the actual level is little more than 20%; and

•	 the corridor growth, as provided for in the NWCSP, resulted in 
many of the more undesirable aspects of urban sprawl including 
homogenous suburban development, minimal variety of housing 
type, segregation of land uses and limited opportunity for local 
employment.

Based on the outcomes of the 1996 Jindalee Enquiry by Design 
workshop, the Jindee Innovation Project aims to create a viable 
coastal community with an alternative urban form to conventional 
subdivision development. Jindee provides an opportunity to 
demonstrate that development can contribute to delivering key 
economic, environmental and social outcomes by providing 
commercial land for local employment generation; preserving areas 
of environmental significance; and providing a variety of housing 
types to increase social diversity. 

NORTH WEST CORRIDOR STRUCTURE PLAN 1992

Strategic Policies
Coastal Zone Management Policy for Western Australia (draft 
2001)
This policy, although not yet endorsed by the WAPC and the Minister 
for Planning and Infrastructure, is considered to be a seriously 
entertained proposal. The draft policy aims to strike a balance 
between the conservation and development of our coast and 
recognises that further development will need to occur on the coast 
to meet increasing demand. The draft Policy sets out the principles 
for coastal zone management including:

•	 Environmental – protect and enhance the key natural and cultural 
assets of the State’s coast and deliver to all West Australians a 
high quality of life which is based on environmentally sustainable 
principles;

•	 Community – respond to social changes and facilitate the 
creation of vibrant, accessible, safe and self reliant communities;

•	 Economic – actively assist in the creation of regional wealth, 
support the development of new industries and encourage 
economic activity in accordance with sustainable development 
principles; and

•	 Infrastructure – facilitate strategic development by ensuring land 
use, transport and public utilities are mutually supportive.

The proposed amendment and design for Jindee is consistent with the 
principles outlined above in that it will protect and enhance the key 
natural assets of the subject land through the retention of significant 
landforms and vegetation that will result in a net environmental 
outcome for the site. Jindee will also contribute to the economic 
development of the north-west corridor through the incorporation 
of commercial and tourist uses and has been designed to cater for a 
wide range of people through the provision of a diversity of housing 
types.

Jindee also accords with the following objectives of the draft Policy:

•	 The development of residential areas; tourism; and other future 
commercial needs in appropriate locations, based on planned 
allocation of suitable sites;

•	 The provision of a foreshore width which provides public access 
and provides adequate setbacks to physical processes;

•	 Facilitates the protection of coastal natural resources, habitats 
and species;

•	 Ensures the design of coastal developments are proposed in 
harmony with coastal landscapes;

•	 Residential development is concentrated into nodes; and
•	 Public awareness of, and involvement in, coastal zone 

management.

Further detail is provided in the Coastal Foreshore Environment section 
of this report and the supporting technical documentation contained 
in Report No. 4.
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District Planning Strategies and District Structure Plans
Local Environmental Strategy 2002 (City of Wanneroo)
The Local Environmental Strategy (LES) provides strategic direction and 
focus for the City in an effort to conserve the natural environment. The 
LES states that the capacity of a landscape to absorb a new activity 
needs to be determined prior to development. The LES also promotes 
development that contributes to a unique sense of place. 

The proposed MRS amendment will provide for increased protection 
of the environment, and, in addition to the re-creation of the Western 
Australian coastal landscape character, will enhance the creation of a 
unique sense of place.

Smart Growth Strategy 2005 (City of Wanneroo)
The City’s Smart Growth Strategy (SGS) accepts that population in the 
City of Wanneroo will continue to grow as a result of natural population 
growth, immigration, regional population shifts and people’s desires 
to live within the City. This growth needs to be managed by balancing 
economic, environmental and social principles. 

The SGS relates to the State Sustainability Strategy by implementing 
measures to ensure sustainable growth and development at a local 
level. It reflects the State Sustainability Strategy approach of seeking 
an effective integration of environmental, social and economic goals 
and is consistent with the vision, values, principles and objectives on 
which Network City is based. 

The principles of SGS are embedded in the 2002 Jindee Charrette Plan 
which has guided the detailed design of the proposed Structure Plan 
for Lot 10 and ensured that consideration has been given to social, 
economic and environmental aspects of development. Once the 
proposed Structure Plan is further developed, this can be assessed 
against the Smart Growth electronic assessment tool. 

Butler – Jindalee District Structure Plan 2005 (Department for 
Planning & Infrastructure)
The Butler-Jindalee District Structure Plan (BJDSP) has been adopted by 
the CoW and endorsed by the WAPC and is intended to guide for the 
preparation of local structure plans within the study area. The BJDSP 
comprises Jindee and surrounding Butler and Brighton landholdings 
and sets out major land uses, the primary transport network and 
neighbourhood structure.  This includes allocation of a district centre, 
primary and high schools, local and neighbourhood centres, a rail 
station, activity corridors, integrator arterial and district distributor 
roads, POS allocations, and walkable catchments. 

The vision to create a coastal node at Jindee is consistent with the 
intent of the BJDSP. This includes a connection from the proposed 
coastal nodal development at Jindee through to Brighton Train 
Station and Town Centre. The Jindee coastal village is designed to be 
pedestrian orientated and not dominated by vehicle traffic. Public 
access is maintained and prioritised for the length of the proposed 
foreshore reserve. The commercial uses along Marmion Avenue 
within Jindee are also consistent with the distribution of commercial 
activities contemplated through the BJDSP.

The BJDSP shows a primary school site abutting Marmion Avenue in 
the south-east corner of Lot 10, and adjacent to Lot 12. The primary 
school catchment services Lot 10 and Lot 12 Marmion Avenue. The 
structure planning for Lot 12 has now been finalised and has made 
no provision for a primary school. The proposed Jindee Structure Plan 
accommodates a primary school site, which is provided entirely within 
Lot 10. The location of the primary school is central to the catchment, 
on relatively level land, taking into consideration the objective for 
Jindee to retain significant ridges and topography, restricting the 
primary school from being located any further west.
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Local Planning Studies
1992 Coastal Planning Study - Burns Beach to Jindalee (Hames 
Sharley)
The Coastal Planning Study Burns Beach to Jindalee was prepared 
by Hames Sharley for the then Department for Planning and Urban 
Development and the City of Wanneroo in 1992. 

The study area comprises an 11 km coastal strip from Burns Beach 
to Jindalee. The objective of the study was to evaluate the potential 
of the coastal environment for recreational use, having regard to the 
conservation objectives and the significant demands that will be 
placed on the coast by a future population of 90,000 persons living 
within the immediate hinterland. 

The study identified the northern portion of Lot 10 as a Regional 
Beach and contemplates uses, including mixed use, medium density 
residential, tourist and a hotel. The study identifies sections of Jindee 
as having excellent potential for a built development node, noting 
that the current 1990 Structure Plan is almost entirely residential in 
character. The study recommends that “…the planning for this area 
should be re-examined and more intensive beachside land uses be 
considered.” Furthermore, the study recommends re-alignment of 
the coastal reserve boundary, noting that the “…ridges and valleys in 
this vicinity require a more varied foreshore reserve boundary in order to 
prevent excessive cut and fill along the road forming the boundary.”

The Jindee proposal includes the uses contemplated in the study, 
namely mixed use, commercial, hotel and medium density residential 
that will support the development of a coastal node.   

The reservation boundaries proposed for Jindee will successfully 
enable the nodal activity to be concentrated in an area immediately 
adjacent to the coast and for carparking to be integrated with 
development. This will allow the development of a coastal interface 
designed for pedestrians and low level vehicle traffic.  The planning 
study indicatively identified locating carparking and boat launching 
facilities within the coastal dunes immediately adjacent to the coast.  
The Jindee design proposes uses immediately adjacent to the coast 
such as cafes, restaurants and retail facilities that will support the 
development of a coastal village, with carparking integrated within 
the built form but remaining in proximity to the regional beach.  

The proposed reservation boundaries respond to detailed 
geotechnical and coastal engineering investigations.  The modified 
coastal reserve will be complemented by reserving consolidated 
areas of land both on the coast and further inland that will result in 
a greater retention of vegetation units than would have been able 
through retention of the existing reservation boundary.
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1996 ENQUIRY BY DESIGN WORKSHOP PLAN

2001 BUTLER-BRIGHTON CHARRETTE PLAN

2001 DRAFT AGREED STRUCTURE PLAN

2002 JINDEE DESIGN CHARRETTE PLAN (PREFERRED CONCEPT PLAN)
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Table 1: Jindee Project Background

1978 Creation of Lot 10
Prior to 1978, foreshore reserves existed along most of the Burns Beach to Jindalee coast which were approximately 40 metres wide.  
The adjacent area of the coast comprised Lot 2, Burns Beach and a large lot of approximately 3000 hectares north of Lot 2. Based on the 
recommendations of the report Structure Plan for the North West Corridor, the large lot was subdivided in 1978 into a number of super lots 
suitable for residential subdivision.

1990 Structure Plan prepared by Chapman Glenndinning Planning Consultants.
This Structure Plan was the basis for Amendment 566 to CoW Town Planning Scheme No 1 (TPS No 1).  The plan incorporated conventional 
design principles, resulting in predominantly low density, single residential development with a limited mix of lot sizes, housing types and 
land uses.

1993 Rezoned from Rural to Urban in the MRS

1994 Rezoned from Rural to Residential Development, Commercial, Civic, Service Station and Special Zone under the City of Wanneroo Town Planning 
Scheme No 1 (Amendment 566).
Amendment 566 introduced 3000m2 of retail floorspace allocation for Lot 10.  

1996 Jindalee Enquiry by Design Workshop (Ministry for Planning).
Examined the opportunity for an alternate approach to district structure planning.  The workshop was a precursor to the Liveable 
Neighbourhoods Community Design Code (2000) and promoted a return to traditional planning principles, including interconnected street 
systems; integrated and well connected mixed use neighbourhoods; and a range of lot sizes and housing types.  The workshop identified 
the site as being suitable for the development of a coastal node in the north west corridor. The preferred option established strong 
network movement connections through to the future Brighton Town Centre, the railway and the freeway.  The plan contemplated the 
encroachment of urban development into the existing MRS Parks and Recreation reservation, creating a closer relationship between the 
coast and urban areas to enable the development of a traditional coastal village.  

2001 Draft Agreed Structure Plan prepared by Roberts Day Town Planning.
The objectives of the structure plan were to foster a strong relationship with the coastal setting, and to respond to the outcomes of the 
1996 Jindalee Enquiry by Design and the principles contained in Liveable Neighbourhoods.  The plan was not submitted for adoption as 
the landowner recognised that, although the principles embodied in the Liveable Neighbourhoods Community Design Code significantly 
improved the development, it did not allow the creation of a traditional coastal village due to the considerable distance between the 
development and the coast as a result of the width of the foreshore reserve.

2002 Jindee Design Charette - Duany Plater Zyberg (DPZ)
The outcomes of the 1996 Jindalee Enquiry by Design workshop, namely the creation of a coastal node with a strong physical and visual 
connection with the regional beach, was the impetus for the landowner to engage town planners and urban designers,  DPZ. DPZ, in 
conjunction with local planners, environmental scientists, engineers, architects, and officers from the CoW, the Department of Environment 
(DOE), and the Department of Planning & Infrastructure (DPI) participated in a two week design charrette.  The charrette process included 
a site analysis, review of local residential developments and architecture, and a series of workshops with local development professionals, 
which resulted in the preparation of a number of alternative concepts for the subject site.  The preferred concept plan has been subject to 
further analysis and design refinement in consultation with local and state government.  

2004 Jindee Implementation Workshop (DPI, the WAPC and the CoW, in conjunction with EDC)
The aim of the workshop was to consider and develop a suitable regulatory framework to support the implementation of the proposals for 
Jindee formed through the Jindee Design Charrette and involved officers from the Department of Environment, the City of Wanneroo, and 
DPI.  These discussions explored the opportunities for rearranging Parks and Recreation reserves (involving the exchanging of land currently 
reserved for Parks and Recreation with land of located on Lot 10 and zoned Urban) to achieve a greater capture of biodiversity.  It is noted 
that the vegetation link shown on the plan developed at the 2002 DPZ Charrette has now been reconfigured, following advice from DOE 
that two consolidated parcels of land would provide improved environmental outcomes for the site.

2007 Jindee Innovation Agreement (EDC, the WAPC and the CoW)
The Jindee design, and the creation of a unique coastal node through leading edge design techniques has been the basis for the establishment 
of the Jindee Innovation Agreement.  The land exchange proposal has been predicated on the basis that the existing Parks and Recreation 
reserves could be reconfigured to deliver superior outcomes in respect of landform and landscape retention and increased capture of 
biodiversity in respect of soil and landform types, vegetation, flora and habitats. The land exchange will also deliver social and economic 
benefits by establishing a coastal node, with a range of opportunities for both visitors/ tourists and surrounding residents.  
To achieve the above, an agreement has been established between EDC, the WAPC and the CoW to ensure an equitable land exchange 
and to establish shared visions and project goals.  The Jindee Innovation Project Agreement does not fetter any statutory controls of the 
regulatory authorities, rather, it sets a framework for the participating parties to work together through the statutory processes and to 
improve stakeholder understanding of the project and its objectives.
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PROPOSED JINDEE STRUCTURE PLAN LEGEND
T6 - Urban Core

T5 - Urban Centre

T4 - General Urban

Primary School

T3 - Sub-Urban

T2 - Natural Living

T1 - Natural Reserve (Regional Open Space)

Local Public Open Space

PREPARED BY DPZ IN ASSOCIATION WITH ROBERTS DAY
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PROPOSED JINDEE STRUCTURE PLAN 
The vision for Jindee is to create a vibrant, traditional coastal village that 
captures the essence of coastal living in Western Australia. To achieve 
this, the following aspects have become cornerstones of the design 
and development process:

•	 a coastal node with a strong physical and visual connection with 
the regional beach;

•	 sustainable design development incorporating compact, walkable, 
mixed use neighbourhoods with an interconnected pedestrian 
and street network;

•	 the integration of all the planning, design and regulatory processes 
to achieve a specific built form outcome including consideration 
of the topography of the development (natural and man made), 
landscaping and streetscapes;

•	 a main boulevard linking the Jindee Coastal Village to the 
Brighton town centre main street and proposed Brighton 
Railway Station through to the Mitchell Freeway, reinforcing 
strong public transport links associated with the development; 

•	 the preservation and enhancement of the site’s inherent coastal 
environmental qualities through the creation of areas of regional 
open space and by ensuring the design is topographically 
sensitive by preserving, where possible, significant landforms;

•	 the creation of a diversity of urban and natural environments 
within the development;

•	 the re-establishment of a Western Australian coastal landscape 
character in areas of increased density;

•	 potential for employment within the coastal village and the 
commercial/ business node located along Marmion Avenue;

•	 diversity of housing types within the Jindee community; 

•	 a pedestrian and cycle orientated design that reduces the 
dominance of the car in the environment;

•	 leadership in water sensitive design;

•	 strong community development and commitment to the vision 
for Jindee through establishing a Jindee Community Association 
and employing a town architect for the project.

The urban experience that will culminate from the application of these 
principles will include:

•	 The urban foreshore will be linked directly to the coast. Car 
parking will be sleeved behind development. The foreshore will 
be vibrant and active with cafes, restaurants, retail and tourist 
accommodation.  

•	 Jindee is designed for the pedestrian. Pedestrian routes are 
clearly defined along streets, which incorporate vistas and lead 
to a destination. Streets are interconnected for pedestrians and 
cyclists, and development is compact. People are known to walk 
further in visually attractive circumstances. Jindee has been 
planned to encourage walking by being safe, visually interesting 
with a diversity of “experiences” associated with the many 
planned footpaths or walking trails contained within the 112ha 
of development. Most of the streets are proposed to be fully tree 
lined to provide much needed shade and wind protection in 
certain environments.  Key areas such as the Trig point and other 
higher topographical features have been designed to encourage 
visits on bikes or foot with stair ways and walking/ cycle paths 
leading to these features as well as directly to the coastal village 
centre. 

•	 There are multiple opportunities for employment within Jindee, 
including the school, the coastal commercial facilities such as 
restaurants and cafes, and at tourist facilities including a hotel and 
short stay accommodation. The relationship with the Brighton 
town centre and the business areas located on Marmion Avenue 
add depth to the employment potential of the area. This is coupled 
with mixed use and the home office opportunities that are part of 
the overall design.

As highlighted previously, implementation of the design vision will be 
dependant on the implementation of the Transect model for design 
and regulatory controls. 
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AN ALTERNATIVE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK: THE 
TRANSECT AND FORM-BASED CODES
The Transect
The Transect is an alternative response to the modern challenges 
of urban sprawl.  The adoption of single use zoning regulations has 
encouraged the segregation of land uses, resulting in communities 
that are devoid of life and vibrancy, are car reliant, and unsustainable.  
Land use planning that does not consider the integrated physical 
form of the public and private realm does not foster, or encourage, 
the exact characteristics that make a place enjoyable to live.

The Transect has been developed by one of the founders of the 
Congress of New Urbanism, Andres Duany, who has taken the idea 
of the “transect” from natural science and applied it to land-use 
planning.  A transect is a geographical cross-section of a region used 
to reveal a sequence of environments. As a planning and design tool, 
the transect can be used to logically organise changes in the planned 
and built form into different Transects. 

The Transect illustrates the changing environment from rural 
through to sub-urban, through to the town centre and helps us 
better understand where different uses and building types belong, 
and where they might be inappropriate.  Setbacks, for example, 
should shrink as development progresses from rural to a more urban 
environment, and building heights should increase the more ‘urban’ 
the environment is. Wide streets and open swales are more suitable to 
rural areas, while narrow streets and kerbs are appropriate for urban 
areas.  Six (6) Transects have been identified and provide a gradual 
transition from an urban core through to sub-urban and natural 
areas; the former being characterised by medium rise, compact 
development footprints, with well defined built environments and 
the later defined by informal, open low rise vernacular forms of 
development. 

The Transect method of land classification is fundamentally different 
from the Western Australian land use based system and is responsive 
to the natural environment. The current Western Australian planningthe natural environment. The current Western Australian planning 
system separates land use from built form considerations. It seeks to 
control the land use and density of an area, but is generally silent on 
matters of form beyond the basic parameters of height, floor area and 
setbacks. 

While the introduction of Liveable Neighbourhoods has gone a long 
way to ensure the development of a community structure is based 
on Traditional Neighbourhood Design principles, promoting mixed 
use development that is compact and walkable, it deals only with 
the design and layout of subdivision and urban form and does not 
consider the desired built form. 

A separate regulatory control, the Residential Design Codes (R-
Codes) (WAPC, 2002), controls residential development in terms of 
built form and housing density.  While the R-Codes has been revised 
to consider elements such as the streetscape and building height, 
it is essentially a response to a suburban environment, and is not 
place specific.  Under the current regulatory framework, the built 
form (building design) is left up to individual landowners to decide 
what is appropriate, and the remaining built form elements (such as 
kerbing, landscaping, civic/open spaces) are the responsibility of the 
developer or Council.  This arrangement does not allow an integrated 
design vision to be implemented or for it to be appropriately designed 
for its environment.

Form-Based Codes
Through an understanding of the Transect, planners are able to 
specify different urban intensities that look and feel appropriate to 
their locations and ensure that the built form is responsive to the 
environment in all circumstances.  By using the methodology of 
the Transect, a community can develop a Form-Based Code specific 
to their area, ensuring the appropriate development is in the right 
location.  Form-Based Codes are a method of regulating development 
to achieve a specific urban form. Control is focussed on the physical 
form, with less emphasis on the land use. 

Form-Based Codes are based on the premise that physical form, 
and not landuse, is a community’s most intrinsic and enduring 
characteristic. They also recognise how critical public spaces are to 
defining and creating a ‘place’. They address the relationship between 
building facades and the public realm, including form, mass and 
articulation of the buildings; and the scale and type of street, the 
building type, dimensions, parking location and facade features. 
Form-Based Codes are drafted to achieve a community vision based 
on time-tested forms of urbanism.  Ultimately, a form-based code is 
a tool; the quality of development outcomes is dependent on the 
quality and objectives of the plan that a code implements.

By using the Transect methodology and Form-Based Codes as a 
regulatory framework, the physical urban form of development 
is able to respond appropriately to its environment. For instance 
elements such as building type, setbacks, landscaping and street 
types are different in a rural environment than in a town or urban 
centre. Form-Based Codes identify the elements that are appropriate 
for each Transect.  The proposed Jindee Structure Plan has used this 
method as a way of shaping the urban built form environment to 
enable the creation of a vibrant coastal village.
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TRANSECT METHODOLOGY
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Application of the Transect to Jindee
There are 6 Transect sections depicted namely: 
•	 T1 - Natural Reserve;
•	 T2 - Natural Living;
•	 T3 - Sub-Urban;
•	 T4 - General Urban;
•	 T5 - Urban Centre; and
•	 T6 - Urban Core.

The Transects accommodating higher densities and commercial 
activities (T5 and T6) are located adjacent to Marmion Avenue, 
to further support and anchor the development of the Brighton 
Town Centre, and adjacent to the coast ensuring the development 
of Jindee as a coastal node.  The coastal village comprises mixed 
use development, including tourist and commercial uses and 
higher density residential development (including short-stay 
accommodation).  The T4 Transect is characterised by terrace homes 
and cottages and can accommodate a range of ancillary building 
functions including lodging, office and small retail.  The T3 Transect 
consists predominantly of traditional dwellings which may support 
ancillary uses such as a home office.

An optimal design outcome has been achieved by creating an east-
west oriented natural reserve comprising two specific areas. The 
western component incorporates the western extent of the ridge and 
adjoins the existing Foreshore Reserve. The second component of 
the east-west reserve is located at the eastern extent of the ridge and 
adjoins an area of T2 lots. The outcome is that the two proposed Parks 
and Recreation reserves will be linked by larger T2 lots comprising a 
mosaic of vegetated areas, including retained natural vegetation and 
new plantings of indigenous species. 

The T2 Transect accommodates a proportion of larger lots that 
will incorporate building envelopes to ensure there will be partial 
retention of natural vegetation, and new landscaping in disturbed 
areas which mimics and blends with the natural coastal landscape 
character.

The application of the Transect to the proposed Jindee Structure 
Plan sets the parameters from which the three dimensional form of 
the Jindee village will take shape. The arrangement of the buildings, 
their size and height, the character, the capacity of thoroughfares and 
the design and shape of open space will combine to create a human 
habitat. 

The built form component of the Jindee development will reflect the 
Western Australian vernacular drawing on the built form heritage of 
Perth, predominantly the coastal settlements of Rottnest, Cottesloe 
and Fremantle. Examples of possible building types have been 
sourced for each specific Transect and are depicted in the adjacent 
images. 
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
The Jindee Innovation Agreement requires that the land be developed in 
accordance with the proposed Jindee Structure Plan (and as amended 
through the statutory planning processes) which is based on the 
Transect methodology. The Jindee Structure Plan, through the Form-
Based Code, will incorporate specific development controls relating 
to architectural standards, thoroughfare standards and landscaping 
of the public domain applicable to each specific environment, which 
will ensure the shared vision for Jindee can be implemented. 

The proposed Jindee Structure Plan has been developed based 
on the principles established by DPZ which require the successful 
implementation of the Transect methodology. This requires 
consideration of all aspects of development including the built form, 
landscaping and engineering standards and is implemented through 
the development of a Form-Based Code that is specific to Jindee.

This integrated approach is integral to the delivery of the Jindee 
Innovation Project and is fundamentally different to the zoning and 
land use based system of the City of Wanneroo DPS No 2.   The delivery 
of this new coastal community requires not only a new approach to 
design, but also a site specific approach to the planning mechanisms 
that control the ultimate realisation of that design.  

The best means to demonstrate an alternative planning methodology 
within the scope of the existing Western Australian legislative 
framework is the preparation of a new Town Planning Scheme for 
Lot 10 (Jindee) incorporating reference to each of the Transects and 
setting the framework for the operation of a Form-Based Code.  The 
elements of the Code will either be controlled through the regulatory 
framework or will be developer enforced through restrictive 
covenants.  

It is anticipated that further discussion regarding the appropriate 
planning mechanism and management structures will occur between 
the Council, DPI, EDC and the consultant team, and the community.  A 
‘town architect’ and the establishment of a Home Owners Association 
that actively participates in the planning process is one option that 
may be pursued to ensure the vision for Jindee is not eroded over 
time.  

It is important that the regulatory framework supports the vision for 
Jindee to demonstrate the effectiveness of utilising the Transect and 
Form-Based Codes, providing an alternative approach to planning in 
Western Australia. The provisions of the Transect model are integral 
to the delivery of the Jindee Project, and as such, it is proposed to 
include these provisions in a separate Scheme to provide certainty 
to the proponents that the requirements of the Transects can be 
implemented.  
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The Jindee Innovation Project represents best practice in urban 
design in Australia. The proposed Jindee Structure Plan reflects 
the objectives of the following policy documents and strategies 
and incorporates the management approaches being adopted by 
progressive land developers in Australia and around the world:

•	 Hope for the Future: The Western Australian State Sustainability 
Strategy, Department of Premier and Cabinet, September 2003;

•	 Smart Growth Draft Strategy Discussion Paper, City of Wanneroo, 
January 2004;

•	 Introducing Liveable Neighbourhoods Edition 2, WAPC, June 2000; 
and Liveable Neighbourhoods Edition 3, WAPC, 2007; and

•	 A Sustainability Checklist, Discussion Paper for Public Comment, 
Western Australian Planning Commission, March 2005.

The WAPC’s draft Sustainability Checklist includes three sustainability 
goals: 

•	 social advancement;
•	 environmental protection; and
•	 economic wellbeing.
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SOCIAL ADVANCEMENT
The following social outcomes of the Jindee project relate to a key 
goal of the State Sustainability Strategy, namely ‘liveability’, and are 
identified in the strategies and policies listed above, including the 
sustainability checklist. These outcomes are outlined in further detail 
in Report No. 2: Urban Design & Sustainability and are summarised in 
this section.

•	 accessibility and self-sufficiency;
•	 safe and healthy communities;
•	 smart communities;
•	 affordable communities;
•	 communities with a high degree of amenity;
•	 community ownership and participation;
•	 social diversity and cohesion; and
•	 social vitality.

Accessible and Safe Communities
The Liveable Neighbourhoods Code provides guidelines for making 
urban developments more pedestrian friendly, communities less 
reliant on private cars, and the transport network more efficient.  The 
City of Wanneroo Smart Growth policy requires walkable communities, 
higher residential densities and mixed-use development.

Jindee is compact incorporating two distinct neighbourhoods 
approximately 0.8km across.  This equates to a five-minute walk from 
the edge of each neighbourhood to the centre, so most destinations 
are within easy reach on foot or by assisted mobility vehicles, 
deterring car use and traffic congestion.  The design is based on 
creating ‘destinations’ within Jindee, including the village centre and 
numerous parks for recreation and conservation.   

An interconnected movement network is proposed, which is a hybrid 
form due to the incorporation of landform and topographic features, 
and protection of vegetation in reserves and private land.  The overall 
design is aimed at increasing pedestrian permeability and cycling, 
thereby minimising the use of private vehicles. Pedestrian and 
cyclists are given priority over the car by establishing a network of 
paths that will allow for easy access from residential areas and mixed 
use precincts to a variety of recreational spaces and the village centre.  
Commercial and residential development overlooks a continuous 
pedestrian promenade along the foreshore edge to aid surveillance 
of the public domain. 

Open spaces are designed to encourage passive surveillance from 
surrounding residential, commercial and civic buildings.  Building 
design will incorporate passive surveillance of the public realm by 
requiring elements such as balconies, verandahs, doors and windows 
to activate the streetscape and encourage the social use of the front 
of the house.

Smart Communities 
Liveable Neighbourhoods, the State Sustainability Strategy and 
the smart growth movement promote mixed-use (business and 
residential uses) zoning to allow jobs to be located close to housing 
and to encourage the development of innovation clusters.  Reduced 
commuting time encourages more flexible work practices and 
improves transport network efficiency. 

The Jindee design incorporates higher building density in the 
neighbourhood ‘hubs’ and the village centre.  Land adjacent to 
Marmion Avenue is proposed to be designated for business use.  The 
Jindee approach will also encourage flexible building types which 
will allow for mixed use development.

Affordable Communities
A variety of housing types in a community is essential if a vibrant, 
interesting and cohesive community is to be established.  The 
proposed Jindee Structure Plan will allow for higher overall densities 
than elsewhere in the district and includes apartments and ancillary 
accommodation that can provide more affordable housing options. 
Mixed use development and the wide range of densities provided for 
within Jindee allows for a greater range of housing types than the 
conventional approaches to land use zonings.  

Communities with a High Degree of Amenity
A ‘sense of place’ will be achieved through careful attention to detail 
and linkages with the natural features of the site including the beach, 
landform and natural vegetation. In particular, the retention of land 
around the Trig Point and ridge and valley formations will have a 
significant visual impact on the surrounding predominantly flat 
landscape.

The design for Jindee is focussed around creating a high degree of 
amenity for its future residents and visitors. Through site responsive 
design and implementation of the Transect approach, it will be possible 
to create a ‘sense of place’ and diversity in built form and landuse that 
is currently absent from many conventional subdivisions. The visual 
amenity of Jindee will also be assisted by extensive landscaping 
that embraces elements of the traditional Western Australian coastal 
landscape.
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Extract from draft WAPC Sustainability Checklist

Sustainability Goal: Social Advancement 
Will the proposal ..... ?
Increase the proportion of trips using public transport 
Increase the proportion of cycling trips 
Increase the proportion of walking trips 
Reduce private vehicle kilometres travelled 
Reduce sole-occupant car trips (passengers should not be sourced 
from cycling or walking) 

Improve community safety and security 
Establish a socially diverse community 
Support indigenous communities N/A

Provide education and training opportunities 
Provide affordable housing 
Provide a diversity of housing product 
Provide flexibility of housing product 
Increase home-based employment 
Increase employment of Aboriginal people N/A

Reduce urban sprawl 
Prevent co-location of incompatible land uses 
Provide open space that complies with the principles of universal 
design 

Provide recreational areas that comply with the principles of 
universal design 

Provide community facilities that comply with the principles of 
universal design 

Improve community health outcomes 
Integrate land use and transport 
Identify, acknowledge, protect, enhance, manage and promote 
indigenous heritage 

Identify, acknowledge, protect, enhance, manage and promote 
cultural heritage 

Identify, acknowledge, protect, enhance, manage and promote 
natural heritage 

Establish community networks 
Form partnerships with the community 
Invest in community decision making capacity building 
Support community creativity and vitality 
Facilitate visual amenity 
 Facilitate amenity and a ‘sense of place’ 

Community Ownership and Participation 
Both the State Sustainability Strategy and the City of Wanneroo’s Smart 
Growth Policy emphasise community involvement in the planning 
and design of new communities.  There is also an expectation that the 
community will be encouraged to ‘take charge’ of its own destiny.

Once Jindee is established, it is proposed to create a Jindee 
Community Association to participate in the on going development 
of the area.  It is also intended to establish a Town Architect or Vision 
Keeper to ensure the built form vision for Jindee is not eroded over 
time.  The level of community participation through the Jindee 
Community Association which may include bush fire management 
and environmental management, coupled with the provision of 
community facilities such as a surf-lifesaving club, will support a 
culture of volunteering to grow with the community.

Social Diversity and Cohesion
The objectives of policies in this area reinforce a sense of place, 
recognise cultural diversity, create opportunities for common 
experiences and personal creativity, and allow for social networks to 
develop and provide for equity of opportunity.

The provision of neighbourhood civic hubs, public squares and public 
open spaces within the Jindee development provides the potential 
for art installations and community events to build on the history of 
the area and its coastal assets.  In doing so, the community can further 
develop its stock of social capital.  Future detailed planning will 
identify opportunities for cultural and environmental interpretation.  

Social Vitality
The potential for social outcomes of increased creativity, stronger 
social networks and varied lifestyle opportunities are heavily 
influenced by the design of activity hubs and open spaces.  Jindee 
aims to have a distinctive urban village main street adjacent to the 
ocean, which will encourage vitality during the day and evening.  
A future hotel and conference centre will support tourism-related 
activity and strengthen the viability of a broader mix of services.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The key environmental sustainability outcomes that will culminate 
from application of the proposed Jindee Structure Plan include:

•	 A community design that accounts for human patterns and 
creates a sense of place. A well designed mix of walkable 
neighbourhoods, which provide for daily and weekly shopping 
needs, community needs and local employment, within short 
walking distances and, accessible by public transport;

•	 Development that compliments ecological processes, promotes 
environmental and cultural heritage conservation and the 
retention of natural landscapes;

•	 Development that integrates land use with balanced transport 
options and provides movement networks which supports 
safe walking and cycling as a preferred mode of transport, thus 
reducing private motor vehicle use, energy consumption and 
exhaust emissions;

•	 Best practice in implementing energy efficient housing, reducing 
the reliance on fossil fuels and the promotion of renewable 
energy forms;

•	 Best practice in water sensitive urban design and reduced 
dependency on potable water requirements from public scheme 
supplies;

•	 The adoption of sustainable building and construction practices 
that promotes the recycling of materials, minimises waste and 
reduces energy needs; 

•	 A design that recognises the importance of preserving air quality, 
and minimises practices that involve detrimental air emissions; 
and 

•	 Building and post-occupancy practices that reduce waste and 
allow it to be utilised as a recyclable resource.  

Further detail in regard to how the Jindee proposal has incorporated 
the principles of environmental sustainability and an assessment of 
the proposal against the State Sustainability Checklist (refer adjacent 
list) for environmental protection is provided in Report No 2: Urban 
Design and Sustainability. 

Extract from draft WAPC Sustainability Checklist

Sustainability Goal: Environmental Protection
Will the proposal ..... ?
Decrease potable water consumption 
Reduce energy use from non-renewable sources 
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
Rehabilitate or remediate degraded land for appropriate future use 
Rehabilitate contaminated sites N/A

Reduce waste disposal to landfill 
Reduce the negative impacts of light spill N/A

Protect or enhance the noise environment 
Reduce emissions of air pollutants 
Improve indoor air quality 
Conserve and enhance land that has high biodiversity and/or 
conservation value 

Conserve and enhance water resources with high biodiversity 
and/or conservation value N/A

Prevent export of pollutants to receiving waters 
Promote natural flow regimes for water resources 
Protect flora, fauna and fisheries 
Provide co-generation opportunities 
Avoid permanent negative changes to coastal processes 
Safeguard high-value landscapes and seascapes 
Improve efficiency of resource use 
Maintain essential ecological functions 
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
The maintenance and promotion of economic prosperity, whilst still 
protecting environmental values and advancing social outcomes, is 
intrinsic to the concept of sustainability. This is recognised in the State 
Sustainability Strategy which acknowledges a link between economic 
development and urban design, envisaging that employment 
initiatives and enterprise creation can be encouraged through 
particular urban design approaches.  

The draft Sustainability Checklist identifies a number of criteria 
that are to be used to assess the extent to which a development 
contributes to economic prosperity. 

For the community to be economically self-sustaining, a large 
proportion of jobs for residents should ideally be sourced locally.  
Clearly, in an urban environment, the smaller the community the 
more difficult this is to achieve.  To assess the potential economic 
sustainability of a new community before it is built, it is necessary 
to investigate the extent to which the urban design enables and 
encourages the expanded range of economic activity.  

The urban form is the environment within which active economic 
development such as business attraction, business incubation 
and enterprise creation play out.  Urban forms that promote the 
development of a strong community can also assist economic 
development.  The community can supply, in an informal way, many 
of the functions of informal interaction, information sharing and 
mentoring that more structured business incubators seek to provide.

The proposed urban form and land uses within Jindee are supported 
by connection to the regional public transport and road network 
system, providing opportunities for employment including the retail/ 
commercial and tourism uses, including a hotel/ conference centre 
within the coastal village, commercial/ mixed use businesses along 

Marmion Avenue, the proposed primary school, and home based 
business.

The design of Jindee, as proposed through the Jindee Structure Plan, 
includes links both internally and externally to the immediate district 
and the Perth CBD and is ideally located within the north-west corridor 
to provide an effective contribution to the economic prosperity of the 
region.  The locational advantages include:

•	 being located immediately adjacent to a regional beach, allowing 
opportunity for the development of a vibrant coastal village;

•	 direct frontage to Marmion Avenue, providing opportunities for 
commercial and mixed use  businesses to be located along an 
identified activity corridor, connecting with the Brighton Town 
Centre, located 1km to the east;

•	 the provision of a defined east-west road network connecting 
the proposed Jindee coastal village with the Brighton Town 
Centre and future train station and further east to the Mitchell 
Freeway extension.
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Extract from draft WAPC Sustainability Checklist

Sustainability Goal: Economic Prosperity
Will the proposal ..... ?
Create jobs (short-term and long-term) 
Establish new enterprises 
Retain new enterprises 
Increase revenue flow (direct and indirect) to State and Local 
Government 

Balance capital expenditure between State and Local Government 
and the private sector 

Limit operating costs 
Provide advanced communications technology and infrastructure 
Provide employment to the unemployed 
Deliver more benefits than costs (incl environmental and social 
benefits and costs) 

Avoid risk of damage from physical processes 
Promote sustainability through the use of economic instruments 
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MODIFICATION TO EXISTING PARKS AND RECREATION 
RESERVATION
The proposed MRS Amendment will facilitate:

•	 the protection and conservation of a diversity of vegetation 
types and fauna assemblages that would not be possible under 
the current reservation arrangements; and

•	 land being developed for urban purposes within land currently 
reserved for Parks and Recreation (Bush Forever Site No. 397).

The net result is that approximately 8.1ha of reserved land will be 
made available for urban development and an equal area of Urban 
zoned land will be given up by the land owner for conservation and 
carparking (approximately 6.1ha of native vegetation located within 
Lot 10 will be set aside for protection and conservation and a further 
2ha of urban zoned land will be ceded to the Crown to accommodate 
the parking requirement for regional beach users). 

Lot 10 Jindee

Traditionally, the area required for regional parking (approximately 
2ha) would be located within the foreshore reserve, which not only 
visually blights the foreshore area, but reduces the area available for 
recreational use. Furthermore, the proposed amendment will retain 
some of the vegetation along the western margin of the proposed 
development which will remain as Parks and Recreation under the 
MRS to maintain a continuous north-south public link.
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SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
The Parks and Recreation reserve west of Lot 10 is part of Bush Forever 
Site No. 397. The whole of the Bush Forever site comprises 404.7 
hectares, of which 13.5 hectares lies adjacent to Lot 10 (approx 2%).  
The whole of the Bush Forever site encompasses the coastal strip of 
land from Wilbinga in the north to Mindarie in the south.  

The net result of the proposed amendment and the proposed Jindee 
Structure Plan will be a regional coastal node development where 
the urban form incorporates the natural site attributes including 
its coastal setting and dunal landscape, and conservation of native 
vegetation within the proposed Parks and Recreation reserves.

The environmental outcomes of the proposed Jindee Structure Plan 
will be significant, and include:

•	 Increased conservation of vegetation assemblages in Parks and 
Recreation reserves than currently achieved under the MRS;

•	 Protection of the Quindalup Complex and Cottesloe Complex 
– Central and South within the proposed Parks and Recreation 
reserves;

•	 The protection of two priority flora and one other significant flora 
within the proposed Parks and Recreation reserves;

•	 Protection of five vegetation types identified as likely to be 
important for fauna distribution and habitat;

•	 A regional open space system which balances the reservation of 
coastal and more inland environments;

•	 Conservation of a larger area of bushland surrounding Trig Point 
as well as improved reserve viability for Trig Point than currently 
achieved under the MRS;

•	 Retention of two dominant east-west ridges within the site to 
substantially increase the landscape variety of the future urban 
fabric and preservation of an important natural and regional 
landscape feature than otherwise could be achieved with 
standard suburban development.

07 statement of environmental effects

Inland environment of Lot 10 looking west and north
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BUSH FOREVER SITE NO. 397
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ANALYSIS OF EXISTING BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
Vegetation and Flora
The site remains naturally vegetated apart from localised areas of 
clearing associated with tracks and off-road vehicle routes. The effect 
of off-road vehicle activity and associated uncontrolled recreation is 
particularly evident near the shoreline where historical and ongoing 
transit along the coast to northern destinations has created significant 
damage to vegetation and dune landforms.

A Vegetation and Flora Survey within the existing Parks and Recreation 
reserve at Jindee and the southern portion of the site was undertaken 
in late October 2004 and late December 2004. Further investigation 
and verification of Declared Rare and Priority Flora for the site was 
undertaken in September 2005. 

The full Vegetation and Flora Assessment report is included as 
Appendix A in Report 3: Bush Forever Site No. 397 – Statement of 
Environmental Effects. A summary of the findings is provided in the 
following subsections.

Vegetation Complexes
Regional mapping for vegetation complexes indicates that Quindalup 
Complex and Cottesloe Complex – Central and South (Heddle et al., 
1980) occur on site. 

Quindalup Complex is a coastal dune complex consisting mainly of 
the strand and fore-dune alliance, and the mobile and stable dune 
alliance. The Quindalup Complex is mapped over most of the site 
extending from the coast to inland areas, and occupies the landforms 
mapped as Quindalup dunes. This vegetation complex is found within 
the existing and proposed Parks and Recreation reserves.

Vegetation of the Cottesloe Complex – Central and South is 
characterised by a closed heath on limestone areas with shrubs such 
as Melaleuca huegelii, Acacia species, Grevillea thelemanniana and 
Trymalium ledifolium. The Cottesloe Complex – Central and South 
occurs in the easternmost portion of the site. Only the proposed 
Parks and Recreation reserve located within the south-east portion of 
the site contains this vegetation complex.

Vegetation Units
Twelve vegetation units have been identified as occurring within the 
whole site. Of the 12 vegetation units identified as occurring within 
the site, 5 are found within the existing Parks and Recreation reserve 
and 7 within the proposed Parks and Recreation reserves.

Floristic Community Types
The vegetation and flora study confirmed that Floristic Community 
Type (FCT) 29a - Coastal shrublands on shallow dunes is present 
and appears to encompass all the vegetation in the existing and 
proposed Parks and Recreation reserves. This FCT is not listed on 
the Department of Environment and Conservation’s Threatened 
Ecological Community (TEC) Database or the Commonwealth’s TEC 
list.

Declared Rare and Priority Flora
No Declared Rare Flora were recorded within the site. With respect 
to Priority Flora, two subspecies of Conostylis pauciflora; subspecies 
euryrhipis and subspecies pauciflora were recorded over most of 
the site. This included the existing Parks and Recreation reserve and 
proposed south east Parks and Recreation reserve. 

Conostylis bracteate was found in a few locations in the main stand of 
Banksia woodland on the eastern edge of Lot 10. This species was not 
found within the existing Parks and Recreation reserve.

Other Significant Flora
Two other significant flora species are mentioned in Bush Forever. 
These are Melaleuca cardiophylla and Grevillea preissii (typical Tamala 
limestone taxa). 

Grevillea preissii was not recorded on any of the sites from this study, 
but its presence is recorded in Bush Forever Site No. 397 (Government 
of Western Australia, 2000). However, Melaleuca cardiophylla was 
found within the existing and proposed Parks and Recreation 
reserves.
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VEGETATION UNITS AND CONDITION LEGEND
Vegetation Units
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Fauna
In accordance with the EPA’s Guidance Statement No. 51, a Level 
2 Fauna Survey of the proposed Jindee Structure Plan area was 
conducted by Bamford Consulting Ecologists to identify fauna 
habitats, record conspicuous species and review fauna species 
known to occur in the region in the habitats present within the site. 
There were four sampling sessions: 1st-6th December 2005, 18th-
20th December 2005, 27th-30th December 2005 and 5th-8th January 
2006. It is noted that weather conditions were unseasonably cool 
throughout the sampling sessions.

Three levels of conservation significance are recognised as part of the 
fauna survey (Bamford Consulting Ecologists, 2006):

Conservation Significance (CS) 1
Species listed under State or Commonwealth Acts.

Conservation Significance (CS) 2
Species not listed under State or Commonwealth Acts, but listed in 
publications on threatened fauna or as Priority species by DEC.

Conservation Significance (CS) 3
Species not listed under Acts or in publications, but considered of at 
least local significance because of their pattern of distribution.

A summary of the results of the survey is provided here and the full 
report is included in Appendix B of Report No 3 Bush Forever Site 397: 
Statement of Environmental Effects. 

Frogs
Only three frog species are thought likely to occur within the project 
area, although none of these was recorded. Of the three species 
expected, the Moaning Frog and Pobblebonk rely on wetlands 
for breeding but disperse widely as adults. The Turtle Frog breeds 
terrestrially. All three species are common in woodland on sandy 
soils within and on the northern outskirts of Perth. None of the frog 
species is of conservation significance.

Table 2: Summary of Expected and Recorded Fauna within Jindee Project Area

FAUNA NO. OF FAMILIES NO. OF SPECIES 
EXPECTED

NO. OF SPECIES 
RECORDED

NO. OF SPECIES RECORDED (CONSERVATION SIGNIFICANCE)

CS1 CS2 CS3

Frogs 1 3 - - - -

Reptiles 8 44 22 - - -

Birds 33 96 35 1 - 15

Native Mammals 9 17 3 - - 1

Introduced Mammals 4 5 4 N/A N/A N/A

Source: Adapted from Bamford Consulting Ecologists (2006)

Reptiles
The reptile assemblage may include up to 44 species, of which 22 
were recorded during the field survey. Species expected but not 
recorded were mostly those that occur at low population densities 
and can be hard to catch, such as some of the snakes. The following 
species are known to exist in areas in Perth and have a Conservation 
Significance Level 1, 2 and 3, however, none were recorded on the 
subject land or adjacent Parks and Recreation reserve.  No reptile 
species of conservation significance were recorded at Jindee.

Conservation Significance Level 1
The South-Western race of the Carpet Python (Schedule 4 – Other 
Specially Protected Fauna - of WA Act) is reported to be locally common 
just north of Perth, particularly in areas of heath and limestone (Bush 
et al. 1995). This species was not recorded during the survey, but it is 
often a cryptic species that rarely enters traps. 

Conservation Significance Level 2
The Black-striped Snake (Priority 3 is restricted to the west coast 
region from just north of Lancelin to Mandurah. It is fossorial and can 
be difficult to find. How and Shine (1999) have suggested that this 
species (and other fossorial snakes) requires large areas (>1000ha) 
of continuous habitat to persist. Given this threshold, it is unlikely 
that the species is present in the subject area, given that the area 
surrounding Jindee has been developed consistent with the Urban 
zoning, and there would not be 1000 ha of continuous habitat 
surrounding the subject land to allow the species to persist.  This 
species was not recorded during the survey, and it is reiterated that 
the land is already zoned for urban development.

Conservation Significance Level 3
Species that are of local significance are the geckoes Diplodactylus 
alboguttatus, Diplodactylus polyopthalmus and Underwoodisaurus 
milii, and the Jewelled Ctenotus Ctenotus gemmula. These species 
occur on the coastal plain north of Perth in isolated populations. 
None were caught during the field survey. 
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Diplodactylus polyopthalmus and Underwoodisaurus milii are 
associated with limestone areas (Bush et al. 1995) and therefore 
suitable habitat is present between location 75 and location 1. 
Diplodactylus alboguttatus and the Jewelled Ctenotus occur on 
sandy soils so it is not possible to specify suitable habitat for them 
within the Jindee area. 

Birds
The assemblage of birds that use the Jindee site more or less regularly 
may include 96 species, although even among these species there 
are some that will be intermittent visitors. Included are 11 coastal 
species that may make regular use of the coastline, but would only 
be affected by the Jindee development indirectly through increased 
levels of human activity along the coast that will occur regardless of 
the proposed amendment.

Only 35 species were recorded during the field survey period. Of the 
species recorded, one was the Carnaby’s (Short-billed) Black-Cockatoo 
which is recognised as having a level one conservation significance 
due it being listed as Endangered under the Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and the Wildlife 
Conservation Act 1950 (WA). 

Fifteen other bird species, recognised as having a level three 
conservation significance, were recorded. These are species not listed 
under any Acts or in publications, but are considered to be of local 
significance due to their pattern of distribution.

Conservation Significance Level 1
The Carnaby’s (Short-billed) Black-Cockatoo is likely to be a regular 
non-breeding visitor and was observed during the field survey. This 
cockatoo is known to feed on seeding Banksia and Eucalyptus, as 
well as proteaceous heaths (Johnstone and Storr 1998) and may 
thus forage in the Banksia woodland as well as the D. sessilis thickets. 
The loss of feeding habitat is identified as an important contributing 
factor to the decline of Carnaby’s Cockatoo in Garnett and Crowley 
(2000). 

The Peregrine Falcon is listed as Schedule 4 – Other Specially 
Protected Fauna – under the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950). This 
may be a regular visitor to the area, but there was no site suitable 
for nesting. As individuals forage widely, it is the nest site that is of 
greatest significance for the species’ conservation, and will therefore, 
not be affected by the proposal for Jindee.

All other birds of Conservation Significance Level 1 are listed as 
migratory under the EPBC Act. Most will be infrequent visitors to the 
site. 

Both Ospreys and White-bellied Sea-Eagles are known to nest in Tuart 
trees around the Peel Inlet, but there are no trees of suitable size on 
the Jindee site. They nest on the ground or on the tops of high dunes 
on islands, but are unlikely to do so on the mainland. 

The Rainbow Bee-eater is almost certain to nest in the study area and 
will often construct its burrows on slopes that are sparsely vegetated, 
including slopes around construction sites. Therefore, nesting habitat 
is not critical for this species in the Perth area as well as the project 
area. 

The Fork-tailed Swift is largely aerial while the three sandpipers 
and the Caspian Tern are restricted to coastal environments. The 
sandpipers and Caspian tern occur in only low numbers along the 
northern beaches of Perth.

Conservation Significance Level 2
The Hooded Plover (Priority 4 according to DEC) may be an occasional 
visitor to the ocean beaches. As with other coastal species, it could 
be affected by increased levels of disturbance associated with 
development. Hooded Plovers are rarely seen in Perth beaches, 
but it is not known to what extent this is due to existing levels of 
disturbance.

Conservation Significance Level 3
A total of 31 bird species are considered to be of local conservation 
significance. The majority of these were identified by Bush Forever 
as having declined in the Perth area due to impacts associated with 
urban development. A few of these are birds of prey, but the majority 
are small birds that rely on woodlands and shrublands where they are 
either residents (eg. fairy-wrens and thornbills) or seasonal visitors 
(honeyeaters). 

The fairy-wrens and thornbills are particularly sensitive to habitat 
loss and fragmentation, whereas the honeyeaters have a greater 
ability to access suitable habitat even when it is fragmented by urban 
development. The majority of the species listed in Bush Forever are 
also noted as having declined Australia-wide by more than 20% in the 
New Atlas of Australian Birds (Barrett et al. 2003). 

Almost half (15) of the CS3 species were recorded during the field 
survey. These included 3 fairy-wren species, the White-browed Scrub-
wren, 2 Thornbills and the White-breasted Robin; all sedentary species 
that have poor powers of dispersal and thus rely upon continuity of 
habitat to persist. 
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Mammals
There are 22 species of mammal that may occur in the Jindee 
area, including five introduced species. Only 3 native species were 
recorded during the field survey with the presence of other species 
being uncertain. One mammal species of conservation significance 
was recorded. 

Conservation Significance Level 1
No mammal species with this level of conservation significance under 
legislation are expected. Such species are rare and regionally extinct. 

Conservation Significance Level 2
The Brush Wallaby (Priority 4 according to DEC) was not observed and 
therefore probably not present. The Quenda (Priority 5– Conservation 
Dependent – according to DEC occurs nearby, including in the Burns 
Beach area (M. Bamford unpubl. data). Distinctive diggings of this 
species were not located, but it is commonly associated with dense, 
low vegetation, so it has the potential to occur across much of the 
site, especially in the thickets and near coastal shrublands. The lack of 
diggings, however, suggests that it may be locally extinct. 

Conservation Significance Level 3
Of those listed as of Conservation Significance Level 3, only the 
Moodit was recorded, while the Dunnarts, Honey Possum and Noodji 
may be locally extinct. The bat species have not been included as 
having local significance because at least some persist in remnant 
native vegetation in urban areas, and their presence in a near-coastal 
area is uncertain. 

Invertebrates
The fauna assessment did not consider invertebrates, but there are 
several species of conservation significance known from the general 
region on the basis of DEC’s threatened fauna database. Refer to Fauna 
Assessment Report in Appendix B for further detail on this matter.

RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
Bush Forever
Bush Forever identifies 51,200 ha of regionally significant bushland 
for protection and covers 26 vegetation complexes on the Swan 
Coastal Plain of the Perth Metropolitan Region (PMR). One of the key 
aims of Bush Forever is to achieve, where practical, a target of at least 
10 percent of each vegetation complex. (Government of Western 
Australia, 2000)

The following criteria were used to select regionally significant 
bushland for future protection (Government of Western Australia, 
2000):

•	 Representation of ecological communities;
•	 Diversity;
•	 Rarity;
•	 Maintaining ecological systems or natural processes;
•	 Scientific or evolutionary importance;
•	 General criteria for the protection of wetland, streamline, and 

estuarine fringing vegetation and coastal vegetation; and
•	 Criteria not relevant to determination of regional significance 

but which may be applied when evaluating areas having similar 
values.

Bush Forever outlines a framework for implementation as well as 
individual recommendations for each of the 287 individual Bush 
Forever Sites identified.

Bush Forever is an endorsed policy and guides decision makers in 
achieving the protection and management of Bush Forever Sites 
through the implementation mechanisms identified in the policy. 
Therefore, as a minimum requirement the proposed Parks and 
Recreation reserve should result in an equal or better environmental 
outcome than that achieved through the existing Parks and Recreation 
reserves. 

In terms of the Bush Forever Selection Criteria, a comparison of the 
existing and proposed Parks and Recreation reserves for the site has 
been undertaken. The analysis demonstrates that implementation 
of the proposed MRS amendment will result in an improved 
environmental outcome and is discussed further in this report.
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Bushland Policy for the Perth Metropolitan Region: Draft 
Statement of Planning Policy 2.8
Following the release of Bush Forever, the WAPC released the Draft 
Statement of Planning Policy No 2.8: Bushland Policy for the Perth 
Metropolitan Region (PMR) in July 2004. 

The aim of this policy is to provide statutory guidance and an 
implementation framework that will ensure bushland protection 
and management issues in the PMR are appropriately addressed and 
integrated with broader land use planning and decision-making, 
to secure long-term protection of biodiversity and associated 
environmental values. 

The policy recognises the protection and management of significant 
bushland areas, which have been identified for protection through 
Bush Forever, as a fundamental consideration in the planning 
process. 

The policy applies to all bushland areas within the PMR, including 
any proposal or decision that is likely to have an adverse impact on 
regionally significant bushland within Bush Forever Protection Areas 
and all areas of native vegetation (including private land) outside 
Bush Forever within the PMR.

In particular, the Parks and Recreation reserve adjacent to Lot 10 is 
within Bush Forever Site No. 397 and is therefore subject to policy 
measures identified in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of this draft policy. 

Appendix D of Report 3: Bush Forever Site No. 397 – Statement of 
Environmental Effects identifies each policy measure and how they 
will be addressed through implementation of the proposed MRS 
amendment and future land use planning for the site.

EPA Position Statement No. 9: Environmental Offsets and 
Draft Guidance Statement No. 19: Environmental Offsets
In January 2006, the EPA released its final draft for Position Statement 
No. 9: Environmental Offsets. One of the key aims of this Position 
Statement is that environmental offsets should be included where 
appropriate, to maintain and wherever possible enhance the State’s 
environment (EPA, 2006). This policy establishes the purpose, scope 
and principles for environmental offsets that the EPA will consider as 
part of its advice and recommendations (EPA, 2006).

Following the release of Position Statement No. 9, the EPA released a 
draft Guidance Statement on Environmental Offsets, one of the key 
purposes is to provide for the development of offset packages against 
the principles set out in the EPA’s Position Statement. This Guidance 
Statement complements Position Statement No. 9 and sets out the 
EPA’s advice on how environmental offsets for should be addressed 
and presented as part of the EIA process for development projects 
(EPA, 2007).

In particular, two of the key principles of this policy is that environmental 
offsets should only be considered after all other reasonable attempts 
to mitigate adverse impact have been exhausted and that it should 
be used with the objective of achieving a ‘net environmental benefit’ 
through the provision of (EPA, 2006):

•	 Direct Offsets: at least one activity selected to counterbalance 
the environmental impact, with the aim of achieving no 
environmental difference e.g. restoration (offsite), rehabilitation 
(offsite); re-establishment, sequestration.

•	 Contributing Offsets: selected complementary activities (as 
necessary) which, with the direct offset, meet the offset principles 
e.g. acquiring land for conservation, protection mechanisms, 
management, education, research, removal of threats, or 
other activities having a proven environmental benefit, or 
contributions to an approved bank, credit trading scheme or 
trust fund (as deemed appropriate by the EPA).

The Position Statement identifies a ranking of the following 
environmental assets, which will determine how project proposals 
and related offset activities are assessed (EPA, 2006):

•	 Critical Assets are considered to be the State’s most important 
environmental assets that must be fully protected and 
conserved. 

•	 High Value Assets represent environmental assets in good to 
excellent condition, are considered valuable by the community 
and/or government but not identified as ‘critical assets’.

•	 Low to Medium Value Assets represent those assets that are 
somewhat degraded as recognised by government agencies 
and/or community.

Section 4 of the Position Statement defines Bush Forever reserves as 
being ‘critical assets’ and therefore, the adjacent Parks and Recreation 
reserve (Bush Forever Site No. 397) is considered to be a ‘critical asset’. 
Subsequently, there is a requirement to identify the environmental 
values specific to the adjacent Parks and Recreation reserve and 
demonstrate that implementation of the proposed amendment will 
not result in any adverse impacts to environmental values specific 
to this portion of Bush Forever Site 397 and that the proposed Parks 
and Recreation reserve will ensure that there is a ‘net environmental 
benefit’. 

Appendix E of Report 3: Bush Forever Site No. 397 – Statement of 
Environmental Effects provides an assessment of the proposed 
MRS amendment against the principles of the Position Statement, 
the sequence of considerations to manage on-site environmental 
adverse impacts, as well as the steps that are set out in Guidance 
Statement No. 19 to demonstrate that EPA’s principles have been 
met. The assessment demonstrates that the principles of the Position 
Statement can be met and more importantly implementation of 
the proposed MRS amendment will result in a ‘net environmental’ 
benefit.
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ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
A summary of the key environmental outcomes for the site in the 
application of the proposed Jindee Structure Plan, and justification 
for the amendment to the MRS is outlined below, based on the 
following considerations:

•	 Regional vegetation retention and representation;
•	 Local retention and integration of native vegetation;
•	 Fauna;
•	 Topography and landform; and
•	 Surface water and groundwater

Regional Vegetation Retention and Representation
Coastal Reservations in the Perth Metropolitan Region
Between North Fremantle and Jindee there is a continuous strip 
of Crown land (the foreshore reserve) between the coast and the 
developed urban areas. The width of the reserve varies from as much 
as 850m at Tamala Park in Wanneroo to as little as 15m at City Beach 
and 16m at Quinns Rock. The average width of the foreshore reserve 
is approximately 40m.

Apart from the foreshore reserve, 12 coastal reserves have been 
established within 500m of the high water mark (HWM). The purpose 
of these reserves is to:

•	 preserve occurrences of rare and endangered flora and fauna; 
•	 preserve examples of vegetation assemblages; 
•	 preserve examples of landscape ecology; 
•	 protect areas of scientific interest (such as geological features); 
•	 protect areas for research and education; and
•	 provide sanctuaries and security for a range of fauna and flora” 

(Semeniuk et al., 1989). 

The largest of the coastal reserves in the study area is Tamala Park 
(107ha). Similar to Jindee, the park contains good representative 
examples of rocky shores, sandy beaches, modern to recent beach 
ridges, and both mobile and stable transgressive dune terrain 
(Quindalup over Spearwood Dunes). 

The Trigg Bushland Reserve (83ha) is an example of a coastal reserve 
that, instead of running parallel to the coast as a narrow band is 
directed inland and subsequently incorporates landforms, vegetation 
types and habitats which differ significantly from those found on the 
coast. 

Semeniuk et al. (1989) consider that “…where reserves are present 
in the Perth metropolitan area there has been a tendency for undue 
emphasis in preserving the more seaward assemblages at the expense of 
the more landward assemblages”, and further, that there is an urgent 
need for the “…conservation of areas of Quindalup Dunes based on their 
landform, scientific interest, representativeness, vegetation and relative 
lack of disturbance”. Similar views have been expressed by Griffin and 
Trudgen (1994) and Trudgen (1996). 

Other reserves such as Buckland Hill and Whitfords Beach are 
much smaller in area, and at City Beach and Quinns Rocks Beach 
comparatively narrow at approximately 15m minimum width (BBG, 
1999). 

The foreshore reserve (41ha) that lies to the west of Lots 9 (North of 
Jindee), 10 (Jindee site) and 12 (South of Jindee) is System Six area 
M2, and described as “…open space of regional significance because of 
its high conservation value and popularity for recreation” (DCE, 1983) 
and by Hames Sharley Australia (1992) as “an extremely sensitive 
landscape, suitable for limited usage and has high conservation value 
because of the diverse, relatively undisturbed coastal environment”. 

For Lot 10, the current reserve varies in width from 200m opposite 
the northern end of Lot 9 to 45m opposite the centre of Lot 12. The 
reserve boundaries do not correspond to any geomorphic feature, 
however by default the reserve incorporates parts of five different 
landforms, four of the Quindalup Dune phases (Q2, Q3, Q4, and Qs) 
and a small part of the Spearwood Dune system (Kls) (BBG, 1999). 

GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY
LEGEND

Landform Boundary

Index Contour (AHD)
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Regional Open Space in the North West Corridor
Parks and Recreation reserves and other conservation areas which 
have been established in the north-west corridor to meet the State 
government’s objective for the protection of vegetation complexes 
and other environmental resources include the following:

•	 System 6 Area M2 - comprising the Parks and Recreation Reserve 
9917 between Two Rocks and Burns Beach, and including the 
portion of this reserve to the immediate west of the site, now 
also Bush Forever Site 397;

•	 Neerabup National Park located some 2-3km to the east of the 
site;

•	 Ninga Bushland at Yanchep, Bush Forever Site 289; and
•	 Yanchep National Park, Bush Forever Site 288.

There is also a substantial area of Quindalup Complex and Cottesloe 
Complex - Central and South proposed for conservation within the 
Wilbinga – Caraban Bushland, also nominated as Bush Forever Site 
No. 406. This area also forms part of the Gnangara Park Concept Plan. 

Development in the northern Metropolitan Area has generally been 
designed on the principle of preserving habitats adjacent to the 
coast, often at the expense of retaining ecologically important inland 
habitats.

It is apparent that the existing MRS reservation, associated lot and 
reserve boundaries and System Six Recommendation Area M2 have 
been the predominant criteria in the delineation of the Bush Forever 
Site No. 397 in this area. The Bush Forever document indicates that 
botanical survey of Site 397 has not been carried out, and floristic 
community types have been inferred. Consequently the Bush Forever 
Site 397 implementation recommendation is “subject to further 
investigation”. 

This has created a system of recreation and conservation which under-
represents the more inland type of coastal landscapes, landforms, 
vegetation and habitats.

The available evidence indicates that the linear Parks and Recreation 
reserve adjacent to Lot 10 has been delineated at a regional scale 
with the general objective of incorporating a wide strip of coastal 
land within the reserve. The rectilinear, generally shore parallel form 
of the reserve boundary and the clear absence of any clear reference 
to topographic, geological, or botanical features of the site confirm 
this conclusion.

Therefore, rearrangement of the existing Parks and Recreation 
reserve areas at Jindee presents a more technical approach and 
an opportunity to establish a regional open space system which 
would assist in balancing the reservation of coastal and more inland 
environments.

Local Retention and Integration of Native Vegetation
The focus on retaining remnant vegetation and habitat within the site 
will be achieved in the following areas:

•	 an area of the Parks and Recreation Reserve 9917 (Bush Forever 
Site 397) on the western margin of Lot 10; 

•	 two bushland areas proposed for Parks and Recreation in the 
south-east and south-west portion (adjacent western margin) of 
the site (which also comprises the Trig Point Parks and Recreation 
reserve);

•	 partial retention of natural vegetation within larger lots in the 
north and south and new landscaping in developed or disturbed 
areas which specifically mimics and blends with the natural 
landscape character of the site.

The outcome is that the proposed Parks and Recreation reserves 
will be linked by a mosaic of vegetated areas. The protection of this 
linkage will be provided through provisions contained in the Town 
Planning Scheme or Amendment that will be prepared for Jindee.
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Vegetation Linkages
The proposed re-arrangement of reservation boundaries as proposed 
under this MRS Amendment will result in an improved environmental 
and landscape character outcome that would not be possible under 
the existing zoning and reservation configuration.

The proposed Parks and Recreation reserve located within the south 
east portion of the site will provide for the conservation of a larger 
area of bushland surrounding Trig Point, resulting in an improved 
reserve viability for Trig Point than currently provided for under the 
MRS.  The Parks and Recreation reserve proposed to be located within 
the south west portion of the site will provide a connection to the 
foreshore reserve and coastal vegetation to the south, which will 
remain as Parks and Recreation under the MRS. 

One of the design objectives for Jindee is the retention of significant 
landform and vegetation within selected areas, providing a diversity of 
both experience and housing/lot product (and therefore community 
diversity) within the project area.  In the south, the retention of 
landform and vegetation has been achieved by incorporating 
larger lots within the T2 Transect along the prominent east-west 
ridge located between the two proposed Parks and Recreation 
reserves.  The location of larger lots along the ridgeline will minimise 
the amount of earth working required, and allow for the retention 
of remnant vegetation, providing a “green link” between the two 
reservation areas.  

The configuration of the green link between the two proposed Parks 
and Recreation reserves has been modified since the Jindee Design 
Charrette Plan was developed in 2002.  The previous plan showed 
two smaller proposed reservation areas, with a greater emphasis on 
the vegetated linkage being contained within private lots. As a result 
of ongoing negotiation and consultation with EPASU and DEC, the 
plan was modified to achieve two larger consolidated reserve areas.  

The modifications to the Jindee plan as a result of discussions with 
EPASU/DEC have placed less reliance on the green link in terms of the 
protection of significant vegetation, as this is achieved by creating 
two larger reserve areas. Notwithstanding, the vegetated linkage is an 
integral component of the design for Jindee to retain both vegetation 
and landform, and the re-creation of the coastal landscape character.  
The modified configuration provides the advantage of ensuring more 
vegetation types and fauna habitats is protected in public ownership, 
rather than being contained within private landholdings as well as 
increasing the size  to improve their management and viability. 

The design of the T2 lots within the vegetated linkage will be subject 
to further detailed design as part of the town planning scheme and 
structure plan processes.  Lots within the T2 Transect are typically 
1500m2 in area, however the final design will more clearly define the 
lot size and configuration to ensure the effective retention of remnant 
vegetation and associated rehabilitation/revegetation. 

Building envelopes of sufficient size to enable the construction of 
dwellings and any associated clearing for fire mitigation purposes 
will also be used to protect remnant vegetation and retain the site’s 
coastal character.  Alternative types of housing product that will 
minimise the clearing footprint within the T2 lots are also being 
investigated.

Proposed Conservation and Management
Vegetation Linkages – Proposed statutory provisions and 
mechanisms for protection of vegetation within private land
The ongoing viability and protection of the vegetated linkage 
requires the implementation of a statutory framework that introduces 
appropriate mechanisms to protect the remnant vegetation within 
the T2 lots.  

The proposed framework includes specific provisions for the 
protection of vegetation to be incorporated in a new town planning 
scheme for Jindee, and may also include developer enforced 
restrictive covenants that are consistent with the provisions of the 
operating town planning scheme. 

Town planning scheme provisions are likely to include controls 
implemented through the structure plan and may include:

•	 a minimum lot area for T2 lots to ensure the viability of the 
vegetated linkage;

•	 building and development envelopes and/ or building exclusion 
areas to be shown on the plan of subdivision;

•	 prohibit the clearing of vegetation within T2 lots outside the 
designated building envelopes;

•	 establish appropriate building setbacks with no or limited 
clearing of vegetation;

•	 identify appropriate building types within T2 lots that will 
assist in the protection of remnant vegetation and retain the 
site’s coastal character (including ensuring that any structures 
within the building envelope meet the required guidelines and 
standards for bushfire control);

•	 identify areas within T2 lots suitable for rehabilitation or 
revegetation; and

•	 establish a “permitted” species list for new planting and 
revegetation within T2 lots to further support the viability of the 
vegetated link between the two reserve areas.
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It is anticipated that environmental conditions/ requirements may be 
included in the proposed Jindee town planning scheme that require 
the preparation of Environmental Management Plans for public 
and private land, prior to site disturbing activities. Environmental 
Management Plans relating to the retention of vegetation within 
the T2 lots may include (but not limited to) a Vegetation Retention 
Management Plan and a Revegetation Management Plan.  The 
Environmental Management Plans will be prepared to meet the 
environmental objectives outlined in the town planning scheme for 
the project.

Proposed Parks and Recreation Reserves - Environmental 
Management Plan
To ensure the proposed reserves’ long-term success, an 
Environmental Management Plan will be developed in accordance 
with the requirements of Draft Statement of Planning Policy 2.8 and 
implemented prior to subdivision. 

The Environmental Management Plan will include (but not be limited 
to):

•	 Existing features (including significance landscape trees and 
habitat trees, vegetation, fauna and hydrological regime);

•	 Identify areas for rehabilitation within the proposed Parks and 
Recreation reserves; 

•	 Management of the remnant bushland area (including 
revegetation, edge effects, weed control, fire management, 
access, signage, fauna movement, habitat protection);

•	 Environmental objectives;
•	 Key performance indicators;
•	 Implementation Strategy;
•	 Monitoring;
•	 Contingency planning;
•	 Identify relevant stakeholder consultation;
•	 Auditing; and
•	 Timing, reporting and responsibility.

The Environmental Management Plan would be submitted to the 
City of Wanneroo, the DEC and Bush Forever Office for comment and 
approval.

Environmental Outcome
The total area to be zoned ‘Urban’ is 8.1 hectares, however, only 7.7 
hectares of this needs to be cleared as the remainder consists of areas 
that have already been cleared, such as tracks and other degraded 
areas. Therefore, implementation of the proposed MRS amendment 
and Jindee Structure Plan will result in approximately 7.7ha of 
vegetation, ranging from degraded to excellent condition, within 
the existing Parks and Recreation reserve (Bush Forever Site No. 397) 
being cleared. 

It is noted that if the proposed MRS amendment was not to proceed, 
and the site was developed consistent with the conventional 
subdivision approach, 2.0 hectares of land would be cleared within 
the existing Parks and Recreation reserve to accommodate regional 
beach carparking. This would have resulted in 5.7ha of vegetation 
within the existing Parks and Recreation reserve being retained under 
a conventional subdivision. 

Implementation of the proposed MRS amendment will lead to the 
creation of an east-west oriented Parks and Recreation reserve area 
which adjoins the coastal reserve in the south west and a second 
Parks and Recreation reserve in the south east. This will amount to 
approximately 6.1ha of vegetation in good to very good condition 
being retained and a greater diversity in vegetation complexes, 
assemblages and flora being conserved than what is currently 
achieved under the existing Parks and Recreation reserve. 

The direct impacts will be loss of vegetation within the adjacent 
Parks and Recreation reserve. However, the proposed amendment 
will retain some of the vegetation along the western margin of the 
proposed development which will remain as Parks and Recreation 
under the MRS.

The proposed Parks and Recreation reserves will be joined together 
with larger lots where there will be both partial retention of natural 
vegetation within lots and new landscaping in developed or disturbed 
areas which specifically mimics and blends with the natural landscape 
character of the site. 
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Fauna
Fauna Distribution and Assemblages
As part of the assessment for fauna distribution, the following 
vegetation / landform types was identified by Bamford Consulting 
Ecologists (2006): 

•	 Vegetation type 1 - Eucalyptus foecunda mallee (Ef vegetation 
unit)

•	 Vegetation type 2 - Banksia woodland (B vegetation unit)
•	 Vegetation type 3 - Acacia saligna shrubland over Lomandra 

(features of both AsLSg and XpAs vegetation units)
•	 Vegetation type 4 - Acacia saligna, Dryandra sessilis and 

Xanthorrhoea shrubland (features of both XpAs and DsSg 
vegetation units)

•	 Vegetation type 5 - Olearia shrubland over Lomandra on high 
dunes (a low, open form of the AsLSg vegetation unit)

•	 Vegetation type 6 - Dryandra sessilis / Spyridium globulosum 
thicket (Sg and DsSg vegetation units)

•	 Vegetation type 7 - Coastal mixed shrubland (characteristics of 
the Mixed and Sg vegetation units)

•	 Vegetation type 8 - Melaleuca cardiophylla thicket (McSp 
vegetation unit)

From the results of the fauna assessment, it is clear that there are 
strong patterns in fauna distribution and that some vegetation types 
are likely to be more important than others for fauna conservation. 

Vegetation types 1, 6, 7 and 8 are considered likely to be the most 
significant for fauna distribution, with vegetation types 2 and 4 also 
considered as notable. Vegetation types 3 and 5 are of least value for 
fauna within the Jindee project area. With the exception of Vegetation 
types 1 and 2 (within the eastern portion of the site), the most 
important vegetation types tend to be near-coastal and associated 
with valleys. 

Of the eight vegetation types identified in association with fauna 
distribution, seven were found within the proposed Parks and 
Recreation reserve and four were found within the existing Parks and 
Recreation reserve.

The proposed Parks and Recreation reserves captures 5 of the 6 
vegetation types identified as being the most significant or notable. 
Whereas the existing Parks and Recreation reserve captures 3 out of 
the 6 vegetation types identified from the fauna study. Demonstrating 
that implementation of the proposed amendment will result in an 
improved environmental outcome than what is currently proposed 
under the MRS.
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ASSOCIATED VEGETATION TYPES AND UNITS FOR FAUNA HABITATS (REFER TABLE 3)
LEGEND

Vegetation type 1 - Eucalyptus foecunda mallee

Vegetation type 2 - Banksia woodland

Vegetation type 3 - Acacia saligna shrubland over Lomandra

Vegetation type 4 - Acacia saligna, Dryandra sessilis & Xanthorrhoea shrubland

Vegetation type 5 - Olearia shrubland over Lomandra on high dunes

Vegetation type 6 - Dryandra sessilis / Spyridium globulosum thicket

Vegetation type 7 - Coastal mixed shrubland

Vegetation type 8 - Melaleuca cardiophylla thicket
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Significant Fauna
The Carnaby’s (Black-billed) Black-cockatoo, which is listed as 
Endangered under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and the Wildlife Conservation Act 
1950 (WA), was observed during the fauna survey and it is considered 
likely to be a regular non-breeding visitor. Carnaby’s Cockatoo is 
likely to feed on banksias in the area at any time of the year, although 
particularly in summer and autumn. 

Cooper et al. (2002) found that 11 Slender Banksia cones provide 
sufficient food to support one Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo for one day. 
Population estimates for Carnaby’s cockatoo range from 11,000 to 
60,000 (Cale 2003). Therefore, the mean number of inflorescences 
per Firewood (B. menziesii) and Slender (B. attenuata) Banksia was 6.5 
and 6.7 respectively. This suggests that 1ha of the banksia woodland 
in the project area, at a mean density of 500 mature stems/ha, (2:1 
ratio of B. attenuata and B. menziesii) would produce 3,340 cones/
year (M. Bamford, pers. comm., Sept, 2006). This would support 0.83 
Black-Cockatoos per hectare per year or 16 birds for approximately 
19ha of banksia woodland that would be cleared as a result of 
future development, representing 0.03% to 0.14% of the estimated 
population of the species and therefore, is not considered to be a 
significant impact on the population for this species.

Fifteen bird species recognised as having a level three conservation 
significance were recorded. These included 3 fairy-wren species, 
the White-browed Scrub-wren, 2 thornbills and the White-breasted 
Robin; all sedentary species that have poor powers of dispersal and 
thus rely upon continuity of habitat to persist. One mammal species, 
the Moodit was recorded during the field survey.

These are species not listed under any Acts or in publications, but 
are considered to be of local significance due to their pattern of 
distribution.

With respect to habitat for significant populations of migratory birds, 
most of the birds listed as migratory under the EPBC Act will be 
infrequent visitors to the site. Both Ospreys and White-bellied Sea-
Eagles are known to nest in Tuart trees around the Peel Inlet. However, 
no trees of suitable size were identified within the Jindee study area 
and adjacent Parks and Recreation reserve. (Bamford Consulting 
Ecologists, 2006)

The Rainbow Bee-eater is almost certain to nest in the study area and is 
known to construct its burrows on slopes that are sparsely vegetated 
and may include slopes around construction sites. Therefore, nesting 
habitat is not considered to be critical for this species in the Perth 
area. (Bamford Consulting Ecologists, 2006)

The Fork-tailed Swift is largely aerial while the three sandpipers 
and the Caspian Tern are restricted to coastal environments. The 
sandpipers and Caspian tern occur in only low numbers along the 
northern beaches of Perth. (Bamford Consulting Ecologists, 2006)

Proposed Conservation and Management
With respect to the proposed development, key actions for fauna 
conservation are as follows:

•	 Retain vegetation types in juxtaposition and with minimal edge 
to area ratio is likely to be the most beneficial approach and also 
the easiest to manage. 

•	 Retain elements of native vegetation, such as trees, during 
clearing, so that these can be incorporated into the urban design 
where possible.

The Environmental Management Plan discussed previously will 
address issues such as fauna movement, fauna habitats as well as 
management of introduced species.

Environmental Outcome
As stated previously, the total area to be zoned Urban is 8.1 hectares, 
however, only 7.7 of this needs to be cleared as the remainder 
consists of areas that have already been cleared, such as tracks and 
other degraded areas. 

It is noted that if the proposed MRS amendment was not to proceed, 
and the site was developed consistent with the conventional 
subdivision approach, two hectares of land would be cleared within 
the existing Parks and Recreation reserve to accommodate regional 
beach carparking. This would have resulted in 5.7ha of vegetation 
within the existing Parks and Recreation reserve being retained under 
a conventional subdivision. 
 
The direct impacts will be loss of fauna habitats within the adjacent 
Parks and Recreation reserve, as well as potential impacts on fauna 
movement along this regional coastal reserve and corridor. However, 
the proposed amendment will retain some of the vegetation along 
the western margin of the proposed development which will remain 
as Parks and Recreation under the MRS.

The proposed Parks and Recreation reserve provides for the protection 
and enhancement of the site’s most significant environmental values 
by providing a sequence in fauna habitats, ranging from the coastal 
vegetation through to the more inland vegetation in the south eastern 
portion of the site. Further to this, the proposed Parks and Recreation 
reserves contains vegetation in good to very good condition. 

Therefore, the proposed Parks and Recreation areas will amount to 
approximately 6.1ha of vegetation being retained and cleared track 
areas being revegetated and a greater diversity in fauna habitats 
being conserved than what is currently proposed under the existing 
Parks and Recreation reserve. 
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Table 3: Commonly Recorded Fauna Species and Distribution within Associated Vegetation Types and Units

COMMONLY RECORDED FANUA 
SPECIES

MAIN SOURCE (FAUNA SPECIES FOUND WITHIN ASSOCIATED VEGETATION TYPES AND UNITS)

VEG 1 (Ef ) VEG 2 (B) VEG 3 
(AsLSg & XpAs)

VEG 4 
(XpAs & DsSg)

VEG 5 
(AsLsg)

VEG 6 
(Sg & DsSg)

VEG 7 
(Mixed & Sg)

VEG 8 
(McSp)

Spiny-tailed Gecko  

Western Worm Lerista 

Australian Ringneck 

Splendid Fairy-wren (CS3)  

Variegated Fairy-wren (CS3) 

White-winged Fairy-wren (CS3) 

White-browed Screbwren (CS3) () 

Red wattlebird  ()

Singing Honeyeater 

Brown Honeyeater 

White-cheeked Honeyeater (CS3)

White-breasted Robin (CS3)  

Silvereye ()

Grey Kangaroo 

House Mouse 

All reptile records 

All bird records ()

All mammal records

All fauna records ()

Source: Adapted from Bamford Consulting Ecologists (2006)

Note - Where the fauna distribution identified as being greatly less than the expected frequency, parenthesis have been used.
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Topography and Landform
Jindee has a distinct landscape character comprising significant 
landforms of the hills/ ridges and valleys., which forms a natural 
amphitheatre adjacent to the coast. Recognition of the varied 
topographic form has informed the proposed design for the site. The 
significant valleys and ridgelines will be retained, where possible, 
through:

•	 the retention of landform and vegetation in Parks and Recreation 
reserves – this includes additional areas to be reserved around 
the Trig Point and the retention of the valley system in the south 
west corner of the site;

•	 the design incorporating larger lots along significant ridges with 
controls that will require building envelopes to be established 
to protect remnant vegetation and retain the site’s coastal 
character; and

•	 the retention of landform and re-creation of landscape character 
in areas of increased density.

The recognition of the landscape and coastal character of Jindee is one 
of the most important aspects of the proposed design. The proposal to 
retain significant topographic features will differentiate the proposed 
Jindee development from other coastal development within the 
north-west corridor, which is characterised by indiscriminate clearing 
and benched lots that will easily accommodate project homes. 

The inland landscape forms a backdrop to the coastal seascape that is 
comprised of sandy beaches in the north and rocky coast to the south 
including a prominent headland and limestone cliffs. The seascape 
values of the site extend beyond the boundaries of Lot 10, with the 
rocky headland providing views of the coastline both north and south. 
The limestone cliffs and headland are significant seascape features 
that will be protected and enhanced by locating development behind 
the cliff area and through the creation of a designated lookout area 
on the headland. A pedestrian and cyclist promenade extending from 
the north of the site through to the south will also provide continuous 
public access and a varied seascape experience along the coast.

Additionally, the proposed Parks and Recreation reserve located within 
the south east portion of the site will provide for the conservation of 
a larger area of bushland surrounding Trig Point. Thereby, providing 
a better reserve viability for Trig Point than currently available under 
the MRS.

The proposed Parks and Recreation reserve located within the south 
west portion of the site will provide a connection to the western 
margin of the site and coastal vegetation to the south, which will 
remain as Parks and Recreation under the MRS. 

Proposed Management
The landform in the residential areas will be retained where possible 
by minimising cut and fill earthworks, to preserve landform features 
and the natural biodiversity. Future, ongoing detailed civil engineering 
and urban design work has the objective of reducing to the practical 
minimum proportion, the total area of land within Lot 10 which will 
require bulk earth working to enable development to proceed.

Environmental Outcome
Overall, implementation of the proposed MRS amendment will result 
in an optimal design outcome which leads to the creation of an east-
west oriented Parks and Recreation reserve area which adjoins the 
coastal reserve in the south west. In addition, a second Parks and 
Recreation reserve in the south-east which surrounds Trig Point 
is proposed. Trig Point is the highest point and is the most visually 
prominent landform feature within the site, and is the focal point of 
the design intent to optimise retention of topography and landform.

The major east-west dunal ridge landscape feature has been the focus 
of design attention in regard to retaining prominent landscape and 
landform features within the site. An optimal design outcome has 
been achieved by creating an east-west oriented reserve area joining 
the proposed Parks and Recreation reserve, at the western extent of 
the ridge, and the second proposed Parks and Recreation reserve at 
the eastern extent of the ridge. Joining the proposed reserves will be 
lots in which there will be both partial retention of natural vegetation 
within lots and new landscaping in developed or disturbed areas that 
specifically mimics and blends with the natural landscape character 
of the site.

Unlike conventional development, the ecological, landscape and 
seascape values that exist at Jindee are recognised and celebrated 
in the proposed design. Significant landforms are proposed to be 
retained and protected through the establishment of reserves, or 
through design techniques such as incorporating larger lot sizes 
along ridges and hills. 
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Surface Water and Groundwater
There are no naturally occurring surface water courses or water 
bodies within the site. As a result of the highly porous nature of the 
dune sands and underlying limestone sediments, the dominant 
surface hydrological process within the site is rainfall infiltration and 
groundwater recharge.

The water table is located up to 50m below the ground surface, 
shallowest in the western sections of the site, and deepest below the 
ridges in the eastern sector of the site (Water and Rivers Commission, 
1997). The direction of groundwater flow indicated by the contours is 
west-south-westerly, towards the coast.

The site lies within the Perth Underground Water Pollution Control 
Area, and is a Priority 3 public water supply groundwater catchment 
area (Water and Rivers Commission, 1997). Priority 3 source protection 
areas were defined to minimise the risk of pollution to the water 
source. Urban development is considered to be ‘Compatible’ within 
Priority 3 area provided that development is connected to deep 
sewerage (Water and Rivers Commission, 2000).

Within the eastern margin of Lot 10 there is a separate lot which 
contains an existing Water Corporation public water supply bore. 
Land within a 300m radius around each public water supply bore is 
designated a Wellhead Protection Zone. 

Proposed Management
The primary aim for stormwater management within the site is 
for minimised collection and on-site retention and infiltration of 
both stormwater and entrained contaminants. On-site retention 
and infiltration of stormwater will help to limit the impact of the 
development upon the surrounding catchment, and will ensure 
compliance with current Department of Water (DoW) Stormwater 
Management Principles.

To manage the increased runoff expected from urban development, 
the drainage system will incorporate the following features:

•	 Retain and restore natural drainage lines – retain and restore 
existing valuable elements of the natural drainage system;

•	 Implement ‘at source’ controls – planning, organisation and 
behavioural techniques to minimise the amount of pollution 
entering the drainage system;

•	 Maximise local infiltration – infiltration of rainfall as high in the 
catchment as possible, to minimise runoff; and

•	 Limit use of ‘in-system’ management measures – collection/
treatment of runoff, where limitation to local infiltration is not 
practicable due to local hydrologic conditions.

The drainage collection and disposal strategy for various events will 
be as follows::

•	 Rainfall from a 1:1 year ARI event should be retained and infiltrated 
on-site, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that achievement 
of this objective is impractical due to the hydrologic conditions 
of the site.

•	 Runoff from all impervious areas, i.e. roads and buildings, should 
be directed to soakwells or other infiltration structures which are 
able to accommodate a 1:1 year ARI event prior to overflow.

•	 Controls which incorporate vegetation are generally considered 
an effective water quality management measure. These should 
be used both as single management measures (eg. Swales and 
filter strips) and as links between infiltration measures.

•	 Large and infrequent storm events, such as 1:5 and 1:10 year ARI 
events, can be mitigated through the use of “soft engineered” 
retention or detention areas, that may be integrated within 
public open space/linear multiple use corridors. 

•	 A detailed Drainage and Nutrient Management Plan for the site 
will be prepared for approval incorporating and addressing the 
issues discussed above and their management measures to 
ensure compliance with relevant policies and the sustainability 
design philosophies of the project.

Environmental Outcome
No potentially polluting land uses such as petrol stations are proposed 
within any Wellhead Protection Zone. The proposed development 
will be connected to deep sewer due to the water table being located 
up to 50m below the ground surface and the presence of sandy 
soils underlying the limestone, as well as the permeability of the 
shallow sediments, the site is suitable for stormwater management 
by infiltration.  This approach is identified as Best Management 
Practice within the Department of Environment’s (2004) Stormwater 
Management Manual. 
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BACKGROUND
The proposed Jindee Structure Plan, the basis of the MRS Amendment, 
has been developed following the recommendations and outcomes 
of detailed geotechnical investigations undertaken by MP Rogers 
and Associates and Coffey Geoscience (Coffey). The investigations 
were undertaken in response to the outcomes of the 1996 Enquiry 
by Design Workshops which identified Jindee as being suitable as a 
coastal node.

The outcomes of the geotechnical investigations informed the 
preparation of a Coastal Stability Study by MP Rogers & Associates in 
2004. The Study assessed the proposal against the policy measures 
for setbacks for coastal development contained in the State Planning 
Policy 2.6 - State Coastal Planning Policy (SPP 2.6), which provides 
direction for the siting of development, including subdivision on the 
Western Australian coast. The Coastal Stability Study confirmed that 
the location of proposed development was acceptable in terms of 
protection from physical processes on the coast. 

In addition to the calculation of the physical processes setback, 
other factors were considered in the determination of the proposed 
width of the foreshore reserve. These factors include consideration of 
ecological, landscape and seascape values; visual amenity; indigenous 
and cultural heritage; public access; public recreation needs; and 
safety to lives and property.

The proposed setback for development at Jindee and the width the 
proposed Parks and Recreation reserve has been calculated taking 
into account both the coastal processes setback and the foreshore 
reserve requirements. 
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Lot 10 Jindee
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Regional Context 
To the south of Jindee are the key regional beaches of Scarborough, 
Brighton, City Beach, Cottesloe, Leighton and Port Beaches. These 
beaches are located adjacent to existing urban areas and service 
the majority of the population of the Perth metropolitan region. This 
geographic distinction is important for understanding the potential 
user demand and the classification of Jindee Beach in the hierarchy 
of metropolitan beaches. While Jindee is an important beach, it is not 
physically as large, nor is it likely to attract the number of users that 
frequent the central metropolitan beaches.

Local Environment
The coastal environment at Jindee comprises a west-south-west 
facing sandy beach in the northern portion of Lot 10 backed by 
vegetated sand dunes and limestone outcrops and cliffs. This portion 
of the sandy coast within Lot 10 (and the southern portion of Lot 9) has 
been identified as being suitable for a regional beach. The southern 
portion of the site comprises a rocky shoreline and headland and has 
intermittent inshore reef platforms at around low tide level. 

The site remains naturally vegetated apart from localised areas of 
clearing associated with tracks and off-road vehicle routes. The 
physical protection provided by limestone cliffs offers a unique 
opportunity to bring some aspects of the development, particularly 
those of a mixed use and commercial orientation, closer to the coast 
enabling the realisation of the Jindee vision.

Relevant Policies, Guidelines and Studies
Calculation of an appropriate setback to development and the 
appropriate width of the proposed foreshore reserve has been based 
on the requirements outlined in State Planning Policy No 2.6 – State 
Coastal Planning Policy (SPP No 2.6) (WAPC, June 2003). This policy 
was prepared based on the principles and objectives provided in the 
(Draft) Coastal Zone Management Policy for Western Australia (2001) 
and WAPC DC Policy 6.1 Country Coastal Planning Policy.

SPP No 2.6 addresses land use planning and development issues 
specifically as they relate to the protection and management of the 
coast. The objectives of SPP No 2.6 are to:

•	 protect, conserve and enhance coastal values, particularly in 
areas of landscape, nature conservation, indigenous and cultural 
significance;

•	 provide for public foreshore areas and access to these on the 
coast;

•	 ensure the identification of appropriate areas for the sustainable 
use of the coast for housing, tourism, recreation, ocean access, 
maritime industry, commercial and other activities; and

•	 ensure the location of coastal facilities and development takes 
into account coastal processes.

The modification to the foreshore reserve, reflected in the proposed 
MRS Amendment, has been assessed against the provisions of the 
abovementioned policies. 
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LOCATION OF VEGETATED DUNES, LIMESTONE CLIFFS & SANDY/ROCKY SECTIONS OF BEACH

LEGEND
Rocky Outcrops

Sandy Beach

Rocky Shoreline

Vegetated Dunes

LOT 10
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DETERMINATION OF APPROPRIATE SETBACK AND 
FORESHORE RESERVE WIDTH
SPP 2.6 distinguishes between coastal foreshore reserves and 
development setbacks for physical processes. A total setback will 
provide for both the physical processes and other considerations 
such as the protection of ecological values and the provision of 
public access. The required total setback varies according to the 
circumstances of the particular proposal. As a general guide, a total 
setback in the order of 100 metres is required, unless a lesser setback 
is warranted in accordance with the provisions of the policy. 

Possible exemptions to the coastal processes setback include the 
development of coastal nodes that may be developed within the 
setback area, which “…should provide for a range of facilities to benefit 
the broader public….and should be located on stable areas and should 
avoid areas of high natural landscape or resource value.” (SPP No 2.6). In 
the case of an exemption in the application of the coastal processes 
setback, the Policy states that development will be assessed on a 
case by case basis against the policy measures that establish an 
appropriate width for the foreshore. 

Jindee is proposed to be developed as a coastal node, and 
notwithstanding that the policy allows for an exemption to the coastal 
processes setback for coastal nodes, the proposed Parks and Recreation 
reservation boundary has been based on detailed geotechnical and 
physical processes investigations. These investigations allowed the 
calculation of an appropriate physical process and development 
setback as determined by MP Rogers and Associates. In addition to 
the calculation of the physical processes setback, other factors were 
also considered in the determination of the proposed width of the 
foreshore reserve. These factors include consideration of ecological, 
landscape and seascape values; visual amenity; indigenous and 
cultural heritage; public access; public recreation needs; and safety 
to lives and property.

Three factors informed the determination of an appropriate foreshore 
width and development setbacks for Jindee:

•	 Physical processes setbacks;
•	 Coastal foreshore requirements; and
•	 Regional parking considerations.

The abovementioned matters have been the subject of detailed 
investigations. The outcomes of these investigations are summarised 
in this report and detailed in Report No 4: Coastal Foreshore Environment 
to support the proposed amendment to the MRS. 

08 coastal foreshore environment
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Coastal Environment of Lot 10 (including existing tracks and dunal damage)
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Physical Processes Setbacks
In 1998 EDC engaged MP Rogers & Associates Pty Ltd (MRA), specialists 
in coastal engineering, to examine the coastal dynamics of the Jindee 
site to determine an appropriate setback to the development in line 
with the policies of the day. The investigations were undertaken in 
response to the outcomes of the 1996 Enquiry by Design workshops 
which identified Jindee as being suitable as a coastal node.

In 2003 and early 2004 Coffey Geosciences completed a thorough 
geotechnical investigation into the location and strength of the 
limestone strata along the coast of Jindee. The investigations included 
drilling boreholes, surface mapping of the limestone outcrop along 
and adjacent to the shoreline, and a variety of laboratory tests on 
samples of drill core. Further detail in regard to the work undertaken 
in the investigations is provided in Report 4: Coastal Foreshore 
Environment. 

These detailed geotechnical investigations provided an accurate 
picture of the location of the Tamala Limestone in the coastal sector of 
Jindee. The sandy beach to the north of Lot 10 has Tamala Limestone 
at elevations of 2 to 3 metres above mean sea level or higher not 
far from the beach. This Tamala Limestone is the same material 
that is encountered along the coast at Seascapes in Mandurah, and 
Cottesloe, Trigg, North Beach and Waterman in the metropolitan area. 
The limestone is capable of providing excellent coastal protection as 
areas of competent limestone can withstand the erosive forces of the 
ocean beyond the coming century. The presence of such limestone 
has provided opportunities at Cottesloe and Waterman to have 
development close to the ocean without compromising public access 
or security of the infrastructure and property.

The outcomes of the geotechnical investigations informed the 
preparation of a Coastal Stability Study by MP Rogers & Associates in 
2004. The Study assessed the proposal against the policy measures 
for setbacks for coastal development contained in SPP No 2.6, which 
provide direction for the siting of development, including subdivision 
on the Western Australian coast. 

The Coastal Stability Study determined an appropriate location for 
proposed development that would provide protection from physical 
processes on the coast. In summary, the northern portion of the 
site is protected by the sandy beach, vegetated dunes and buried 
competent limestone. The development will be located at least 30 
metres behind the competent limestone in all locations. This means 
that the development will be between 65 metres and 115 metres 
behind the coastal vegetation line. This provides a buffer of 35 to 
85 metres of vegetated dune together with 30 metres of competent 
limestone to suitably protect the development against the threat of 
coastal erosion.

The southern portion of the site is well protected by the exposed and 
buried Tamala Limestone formation. The proposed development is 
located about 50 metres on average behind the Tamala Limestone 
cliffs. This buffer of some 30 to 70 metres of competent limestone will 
provide good protection against the erosive forces of the ocean for 
the proposed development at Jindee.
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DIAGRAM TO EXPLAIN THE SETBACKS

LEGEND
Vegetated Dunes

Sandy Beach

Rocky Shore Line

Competent Limestone

Competent Limestone Buffer

MRA Line - (proposed line of development 
as determined by MP Rogers & Associates)
Western extent of Competent 
Limestone at 3m (AHD)
Setback of development from 
vegetation line
Setback of development from western 
extent of Competent Limestone at 3m 
(AHD)
Vegetated Dune Buffer to Competent 
Limestone at 3m (AHD)
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Coastal Foreshore Requirements
In addition to the investigations regarding the physical processes for 
Jindee, an assessment was undertaken in accordance with the policy 
measures of SPP No 2.6 which included the following considerations 
to ensure the proposed foreshore reservation is an acceptable width:

•	 consideration of ecological, landscape and seascape values;
•	 consideration of visual amenity and indigenous and cultural 

heritage;
•	 public access, public recreation needs; and 
•	 safety to lives and property.

Ecological, Landscape and Seascape Values
The protection, conservation and enhancement of coastal values, 
specifically in regard to ecological, landscape and seascape values are 
an objective of SPP No 2.6 and integral to the design for Jindee.

A detailed assessment of the environmental attributes of the existing 
and proposed Parks and Recreation reserve has been carried out 
by environmental consultants RPS. The analysis undertaken by RPS 
demonstrates that implementation of the proposed MRS amendment 
will result in an improved environmental outcome through the 
recognition and enhancement of inherent environmental qualities 
of land further inland within Lot 10, and the adjacent Parks and 
Recreation reserve. Furthermore, the proposed Parks and Recreation 
reserves within Lot 10 will capture a greater number of vegetation 
types and fauna assemblages than would be possible if the existing 
Parks and Recreation reserve was retained. 

Jindee has a distinct landscape character comprising the significant 
landforms of the hills and valleys. Recognition of the varied 
topographic form that currently exists at Jindee is the basis of the 
proposed design for the site. The topographic form of the significant 
valleys and ridgelines within Lot 10 are proposed to be retained, 
where possible, through:

•	 the retention of landform and vegetation in land to be reserved 
Parks and Recreation – this includes additional areas to be 
reserved around the Trig Point and the retention of the valley 
system in the south west corner of the site;

•	 the design incorporating larger lots along significant ridges with 
contours that will require building envelopes to be established 
to protect remnant vegetation and retain the site’s coastal 
character; and

•	 the retention of landform and re-creation of landscape character 
in areas of increased density.

Coastal Environment of Lot 10 (looking north)
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The recognition of the landscape and coastal character of Jindee is one 
of the most important aspects of the proposed design. The proposal 
to retain significant topographic features is a unique approach for 
coastal development within the north-west corridor. Much of the 
surrounding development has involved indiscriminate clearing to 
create benched lots that will easily accommodate project homes. 

The modification to the proposed foreshore reserve boundary 
responds better to the geomorphology of the land than the existing 
foreshore boundary. The proposed exchange of land within the Lot 10 
for land along the foreshore will also allow for an increase the public 
enjoyment of the seascape and landscape experience at Jindee by 
providing a high level of access for a wide cross section of people 
with different access capabilities.

Visual Amenity And Indigenous And Cultural Heritage
The visual amenity within the vicinity of the Coastal Foreshore 
Reserve is derived from the combined visual characteristics of the 
landscape and seascape. Jindee has a diverse interface attributed to 
the presence of limestone cliffs, the prominent topography created 
by the east-west dunes and the expansive views that both of these 
topographical elements provide out over the ocean. 

The proposed Jindee Structure Plan capitalises on these assets by 
providing good access to the coast and appropriately sited building 
envelopes. Unlike conventional development, the proposed building 
setbacks vary markedly along the length of the coastal boundary to 
provide not only panoramic views out to the ocean, but also more 
importantly, views that focus on the coastal interface to the north 
and south along the coast. Bringing the development closer towards 
the coast, offers another opportunity to provide an experience that 
enhances the visual impact of the coastal landscape. 

An indigenous heritage survey (archaeological and ethnographic) is 
being undertaken to confirm the presence of any Aboriginal heritage 
sites. Detailed planning for the site will take into account the findings 
of this survey, in accordance with the requirements of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act (1972). 

Coastal Environment of Lot 10 (looking west)
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Public Recreation Needs
The public recreation needs of the Jindee foreshore reserve will be 
determined primarily through a community consultation program 
in accordance with the requirements of SPP 2.6 and the preparation 
of a Jindee Foreshore Coastal Management Plan. The requirement 
for a foreshore management plan is likely to be a condition of 
Structure Plan approval and the implementation (or arrangements 
for implementation) of the plan being required as a condition of 
subdivision approval. This preparation of the management plan will 
be subject to public advertising and community consultation. 

The primary intent of the Jindee Foreshore Coastal Management 
Plan will be to develop a sustainable solution that maximises the 
opportunity for the public to enjoy the special coastal environment 
offered at Jindee and will aim to provide for a range of facilities that 
reflect and enhance the natural environment. 

An indicative Coastal Foreshore Management Diagram was prepared 
in conjunction with the proposed Structure Plan, however this will 
be subject to change as a result of the outcomes of assessment from 
Council and the public advertising and community consultation 
process. The proposed location of facilities has been based on site 
specific investigations into the physical coastal processes and the 
location of durable coastal limestone. The draft management diagram 
depicts:

•	 the type and location of recreation facilities including toilets, 
showers, a first aid post, picnic facilities and shelters, and possible 
locations for a surf lifesaving club;

•	 areas set aside for passive recreation (park) and dune 
rehabilitation; 

•	 the provision of public access, emergency vehicle access and 
lookout areas; and

•	 a design that incorporates a clear delineation between the 
private and public domain.

Public Access 
The proposal for Jindee will provide full public access adjacent to the 
foreshore. This will be enhanced by a pedestrian promenade running 
north to south along the coast. Access points and circulation routes 
to the ocean will be defined through the development of a Coastal 
Management Plan for Jindee. This will help minimise indiscriminate 
wear and tear on the coastal environment. Techniques used for 
providing good access and circulation may include boardwalks, 
limited fencing and lookouts, where appropriate. 

One of the defining characteristics of the proposed Jindee Structure 
Plan is the siting of the car parking within the urban fabric. Not only 
is this a far more efficient way to deal with car parking, due in part to 
the shared arrangement reflected in the concept of reciprocal rights, 
but it also is a significant improvement in terms of visual amenity in 
ensuring that large areas of bitumen do not dominate the coastal 
landscape. It also vastly improves aspects of surveillance through the 
residential accommodation and mixed uses located adjacent to the 
car parking and the cross-over in patterns and times of usage of car 
park patrons. The provision of adequate car parking for the regional 
beach, and associated beach commercial uses, is an important aspect 
of the Jindee proposal and is further discussed later in the report.

Safety to Property
Consideration regarding safety to property is outlined in Schedule 
One of SPP 2.6 in the context of the physical processes setback. 
The proposed Jindee Structure Plan has been assessed against the 
provisions of the Policy and has been addressed in detail in the 
Physical Processes Setbacks section of this report and also in Report 4: 
Coastal Foreshore Environment. The proposed setbacks are consistent 
with the provisions of the policy requirements.

Impact of proposed development on the marine environment
It is anticipated that there will be no adverse impact on the marine 
environment through nutrient enrichment at Jindee. Stormwater run-
off from road reserves will be managed to avoid flooding of roadways 
and private property. It is proposed to deal with run off collection 
by means of gully pits within road pavements or carefully designed 
and landscaped open swales within verges. Collection structures will 
be piped to direct run-off to drainage disposal sites. Where possible, 
infiltration at source will be employed by means of soakage pits and 
slotted pipes.
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INDICATIVE COASTAL FORESHORE MANAGEMENT DIAGRAM
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Regional Parking Requirements
Jindee’s geographic location and relative distance from the majority 
of urban development and population within the Perth metropolitan 
region is an important factor when determining the demand for 
facilities and parking.  The current practice in Western Australia is to 
provide regional beach parking immediately adjacent to the coast 
within the foreshore reserve. While this approach may be suitable for 
areas where the foreshore reserve is physically remote from urban 
development, this is not ideal for the development of coastal nodes.

To enhance the amenity of the coastal reserve, the proposed Jindee 
Structure Plan locates the parking required for the regional beach on 
zoned land behind the built form and on the street, as detailed on the 
Jindee Indicative Parking Plan. The siting of the car parking within the 
urban fabric is one of the special elements of the proposed design 
for Jindee and will enable the parking to meet the needs of a wide 
variety of uses, including residential and commercial, which will be 
utilised at different times of the day and evening, vastly improving 
aspects of surveillance. Locating the regional parking on zoned land 
also frees up a large amount of additional space within the foreshore 
reserve that can be used for purposes consistent with the intent of a 
coastal node. The Jindee Innovation Agreement includes the land to be 
set aside for regional parking requirements and ceded to the Crown 
in the like-for-like land exchange. 

It is estimated that the proposed off-street carparking blocks and on-
street parking currently depicted on the proposed Jindee Structure 
Plan will accommodate approximately 860 parking bays to service 
the users of the regional beach, commercial and retail uses (3000m2), 
and cafes, restaurants, offices and visitor bays for residential laneway 
lots.

Conventional Coastal Carparking at Scarborough (top), City 
Beach (middle) and Quinns (above)
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JINDEE INDICATIVE PARKING PLAN

LEGEND
Off Street Bays

On Street Bays
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COASTAL FORESHORE ENVIRONMENT OUTCOMES
The Coastal Foreshore Reserve for Jindee has been defined in 
accordance with the requirement of the SPP No 2.6 for establishing 
appropriate setbacks for physical process. This has then been tested 
against the requirements of the anticipated recreational demands 
on the foreshore. This combined approach has determined that a 
variable setback alignment is the optimum solution.

The width of the proposed foreshore reserve for Jindee is similar to 
that found at other established and popular urban coastal settlements 
in Perth, including Cottesloe, Yanchep and Quinns Rock. 

The proposal to locate the parking for the regional beach users on 
zoned land and sleeved behind buildings or on-street, rather than 
within the foreshore reserve will significantly improve the visual and 
physical amenity of the foreshore, enabling better utilisation for a 
wide range of recreational activities consistent with coastal nodal 
development.

The limestone cliffs are recognised as one of the site’s most significant 
features. Appropriate measures will be taken to ensure this asset is 
utilised for the benefit of the public and that safety and security is 
considered when determining coastal access in the vicinity of these 
cliffs. 

Assessment of the proposal against the policy measures in Section 5 
of SPP No 2.6 is provided in Report 4: Coastal Foreshore Environment. 
The assessment, and the Indicative Coastal Foreshore Management 
Plan, demonstrates the ability for the proposed foreshore reserve to:

•	 maintain and enhance full public access and enjoyment of the 
coast and associated ‘beach uses’ such as cafes, restaurants etc;

•	 provide a wide range of local and regional recreational 
opportunities;

•	 provide a clear demarcation between public and private land; 
and

•	 protect significant natural features of the coast through 
preservation and rehabilitation of degraded areas. 

It is considered that the amendment to modify the zoning and 
reservation boundaries will allow the development of a unique and 
exemplary coastal node. 
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Coastal Environment of Lot 10 - Sandy Beach in northern area

Coastal Environment of Lot 10 - Rocky Outcrop in southern area
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INTRODUCTION
The overall planning concept is to create a built form on Lot 10 that is 
sensitive to the existing coastal landform, compared to conventional 
development, by the retention of ridges and valleys with road 
networks following the terrain. This principle requires careful analysis 
of the terrain and its impact on road standards, drainage paths and 
servicing installation.

The outcomes of the servicing assessment are based on discussions 
with relevant servicing agencies and research of services available to 
nearby subdivision developments that could impact on development 
of Lot 10. Using this information, a general servicing strategy has 
been developed for Lot 10 that complies with planning carried out by 
the servicing agencies.

Terrain analysis has been carried out on a macro basis and will be 
the subject of more rigorous assessment and design through future 
statutory processes. The principle of retaining the general landform, 
and the degree of retention possible, will require detailed assessment 
of many sub-sets to establish the extent of earthworks, use of retaining 
structures, grades of roads and aspects of building lots.

This chapter outlines the investigations conducted and conclusions 
drawn to date for site works, servicing and infrastructure associated 
with the development of Lot 10 in accordance with the proposed 
Jindee Structure Plan.

EARTHWORKS
In general, the natural terrain of Lot 10 is very undulating with areas 
of steep grades typical of coastal locations. Two east-west ridges 
dominate the site with series of valleys and minor ridges in between 
running towards the coast. Steep cliffs to the south dominate coastal 
features merging to an amphitheatre overlooking a sandy beach 
stretching northwards.

The development concept for the site is to maximise opportunities 
to retain the significant landforms, including prominent ridges and 
valleys. The main east-west ridges will be largely retained in their 
natural form keeping as much vegetation in its natural state. Roads 
will be designed to minimise the impact on the landform. Valley areas 
will be subject to basic earthworks to suit roadways and lot usage, 
but retaining wherever possible the general landform that currently 
exists.  Where retention of landform is not physically possible, every 
effort will be made to recreate the coastal landscape character.

Earthworks to building sites will vary depending on the location 
within the Transect. T2 lots will have minimal earthworks while 
smaller T3-T6 sites will be earthworked as necessary to create suitable 
building allotments. Mid Transect lots will be prepared in accordance 
with the influence of adjoining development. In keeping with the 
coastal theme, limestone retaining walls will be used sensitively, 
where necessary, to protect natural grades, retain vegetation and 
provide for appropriate building sites according to lot type. 

Where development adjoins the coastal reserve, grades and levels 
along the proposed promenade will need to be sensitive to pedestrian 
accessibility and comfort. This will result in some cut to fill behind the 
development line with the use of retaining structures to ensure no 
earthworks encroach into foreshore areas. 

The area immediately surrounding the Trig Point will be retained in its 
natural form. Surrounding roads and lots will be designed to reflect 
the existing landform. The adjacent figure highlights the site areas 
that have been assessed in detail to retain natural landform. These 
predominantly consist of the two ridges and the coastal open space. 
Retaining walls and part benching of lots (as opposed to full benching 
of lots) will protect the landform and vegetation where road design 
geometry and traffic considerations conflict with natural terrain. A 
retaining wall can be used adjacent to the foreshore to blend with 
coastal landforms, while providing for road and drainage design 
requirements. The balance of the site is subject to further detailed 
assessment in accordance with the overall earthworks concept.
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PROPOSED RETENTION OF NATURAL LANDFORM LEGEND
Proposed Retention of Natural Landform
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ROADS
Subdivisional Roads
The road network, as depicted in the proposed Jindee Structure Plan, 
will comply with current planning objectives, but grades will generally 
be dependent on the extent of earthworks adopted. With minimal 
earthworks, some road gradients may be quite steep. The preferred 
maximum grade of 10% to 12% (1:10 to 1:8) will be targeted, but 
grades as steep as 15% to 20% (1:6 to 1:5) will be necessary in some 
ridge area locations to retain the natural topography. Roads within 
the valleys and coastal areas will target gradients of approximately 
2% to 7% (1:50 to 1:14) depending on Transect location. Commercial 
areas will adopt grades at the lower end of the range while district 
and neighbourhood distributors will be designed in accordance with 
appropriate geometric standards.

Another function of the road network is to transfer stormwater run-
off, either by piped systems or surface flow. Design therefore will 
be mindful of gradients and low points so that surface flow is flood 
routed to drainage disposal sites.

Marmion Avenue Extension
Marmion Avenue is currently constructed to Kingsbridge Boulevard, 
Brighton. It has been constructed as a divided boulevard, being two 
single lane carriageways, kerbed and sealed with bike lanes. Extension 
of Marmion Avenue to the neighbourhood distributor within Lot 
10 will be required to achieve access for development. Extension 
could be to a similar boulevard standard or a minimum of stage 1 
construction in accordance with WAPC policy being full earthworks, 
one unkerbed carriageway, dual use path to one side, provision for 
drainage and pedestrian underpass crossings. Earthworks have been 
constructed for the above extent and it is proposed to substitute 
underpasses with at grade crossings. 

It is anticipated that the landowner of Lot 10 will be responsible for 
half of the drainage and road construction costs for the section of 
Marmion Avenue fronting Lot 10, subject to the headworks scheme or 
alternatively, costs and sharing of costs will be subject to negotiation 
with affected parties.

STORMWATER DRAINAGE
Stormwater Collection
The site is divided into ten proposed drainage catchments. Boundaries 
and notional location and sizes of basins and underground structures 
are shown on the adjacent plan.

Stormwater run-off from road reserves will be managed to avoid 
flooding of roadways and private property. Run-off collection will 
likely be by means of gully pits within road pavements or carefully 
designed landscaped open swales within verges. 

Collection structures will be piped to direct run-off to drainage 
disposal sites. Where possible, infiltration at source will be employed 
by means of soakage pits and slotted pipes.

Two of the drainage catchments adjoin the foreshore reserve and 
gravitate naturally towards the coast. In these cases, drainage 
provisions will cut off flows within the road reserves and direct 
stormwater to disposal sites or structures, which will incorporate 
soakage and storage for the 100-year storm event volumes.

Stormwater Disposal Sites
Disposal sites may be landscaped soakage basins, fenced sumps 
or underground structures at suitable locations within the 
development. Adjacent to the coast, drainage is proposed to be 
contained in underground structures to eliminate draining into the 
coastal foreshore.  Landscaped basins are generally proposed for 
the structure plan, incorporating stringent design and development 
guidelines in association with landscaped open space.

Design guidelines require disposal sites to safely store a 1 in 10-
year storm event. Generally this is within a fenced area for sumps. 
Alternatively, within open space areas, water depth is restricted to an 
agreed maximum depth generally being 900mm. In addition, sites 
are to store 1 in 100 year storms for flood control. As these events are 
rare, requirements are not as stringent and POS areas can be flooded 
provided private property and public utilities are protected and 
roadways remain functional.
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PROPOSED DRAINAGE CATCHMENTS LEGEND
Drainage Catchment Boundary

Basin Location

Drainage Catchment Number
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SEWERAGE DISPOSAL
Reticulated Sewers
The Water Corporation’s planning for the north west corridor proposes 
the development of a major wastewater treatment facility at Alkimos 
to the north of Lot 10. This facility will serve the Quinns-Butler district 
by a future 1800mm diameter main sewer located within Marmion 
Avenue road reserve and traversing the north-east portion of Lot 10. 

This main sewer will serve the eastern catchment of Lot 10 by means 
of gravity mains. A small portion of this catchment along the northern 
boundary of the site naturally falls north toward Lot 9. This sub-
catchment can be serviced by the Lot 10 sewer infrastructure. However, 
it may be more economical to service that land by connection to the 
Lot 9 sewer network. This option needs to be investigated further at 
the sewer design concept stage and may depend on the timing of 
development in association with the adjacent estate.

The western portion of Lot 10 will be served by a sewerage pumping 
station located adjacent to the south-west boundary of Lot 10. This 
pumping station will be designed to service the whole of the western 
catchment including the land subject to the MRS amendment. This 
pumping station is likely to be constructed within adjoining Lot 
12 with a sewer extension to the southern boundary of Lot 10. The 
pumping station will discharge via a pressure main into the proposed 
Quinns main sewer and will need to include emergency sewage 
storage capacity on site in underground tanks.

None of these works are currently constructed, however due 
to adjoining land developments, preliminary investigations are 
underway for both of these infrastructure projects to commence 
in the immediate future. Water Corporation’s policy for the north-
west corridor special headworks area is that the Corporation will 
provide these permanent headworks infrastructure as required by 
development demand. 

Two short-term connection points that may be used for initial stages 
of development and temporary servicing options may be available in 
a timely manner subject to agreement with the Water Corporation. 
However, it is expected that the Jindee development will not transpire 
prior to installation of the proposed main sewer and pumping station 
thus allowing connection to the permanent facilities. 
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WATER CORPORATION SEWER DESIGN LEGEND
Sewerage Catchment Boundary
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WATER SUPPLY
The Water Corporation’s water supply planning proposes a 700mm-
diameter water main along Marmion Avenue, which will ultimately 
be fed from a high level supply tank at Carabooda via Romeo Rd 
to the north. Current water supply infrastructure is served from a 
distribution main installed approximately half way along the Marmion 
Avenue frontage of Lot 7 to the south which has limited capacity for 
Lot 10. This capacity is also limited to properties below RL 29m until 
the network is upgraded. If adequate notice (generally 12 months) 
is given to the Water Corporation, this main could be extended to 
the Lot 10 distribution road within the arrangements for the north-
west corridor special headworks scheme. This may trigger the need 
to develop the ultimate water supply network. This being the case, 
the only water supply costs in excess of usual subdivisional costs may 
be some pre-funding of distribution mains. Reimbursement will be 
subject to agreement with the Water Corporation. 

The water supply design scheme for the site is illustrated on the 
adjacent plan, based on advice from the Water Corporation.  Some 
areas of Lot 10 have been identified for high level water supply 
where building is undertaken above RL 49m. This level will need 
to be confirmed with the Water Corporation, but only affects a few 
lots on the southern ridge. If required, this high level water supply 
would be a separate reticulation system, but would not be necessary 
if development was restricted to below RL 49m.

The water supply system will be connected to bores being installed 
in the region, some of which are already operational. One such bore 
site exists within Lot 10. Land uses may be restricted within a buffer 
zone of this bore.

POWER SUPPLY
High voltage power supply is currently installed underground to 
the Brighton development. Extension of power supplies to new 
developments will be underground as required by Western Power 
policy. The high voltage cable would be extended to the Lot 10 
distributor where switchgear and transformers will be required to 
distribute power within the development in accordance with current 
Western Power provisions.

In accordance with sequential development of the region, the 
distribution mains will be available in Marmion Avenue. Where 
development is necessary in advance of the development front, 
special arrangements may need to be negotiated with Western 
Power and it is likely the landowner would need to fund a portion 
of high voltage main extensions. The extent of contribution will be 
determined by Western Power’s systems contributory scheme at the 
time of the development. This scheme will identify the economic 
viability of power extension and thus the level of funding by Western 
Power and the landowner.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Provision of telecommunications to Lot 10 will require extension of 
Telstra’s network. Costs or conditions of these extensions are subject 
to negotiation with Telstra and can vary from full cost of cable 
installation to granting of a freehold title for exchange purposes. 
Initial discussions with Telstra have indicated only trenching costs will 
be sought as a contribution to extension of its network in Marmion 
Ave to and within the site from Benenden Ave.

GAS SUPPLY
Alinta Gas has advised that gas supplies will be available in the normal 
course of mains extensions to the development front.
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PROPOSED WATER SUPPLY DESIGN SCHEME LEGEND
Current Water Service Level Below RL 29.0

Water Service Level Post New Reservoir Construction Above RL 49.0

Proposed Mains and Pipe Size
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CONSULTATION UNDERTAKEN TO DATE
Stakeholder involvement in the project commenced as early as 1996 
with the Jindalee Enquiry by Design Workshop undertaken by the 
then Ministry for Planning. The workshop identified the site as being 
suitable for the development of a coastal node within the region. The 
outcomes of the Enquiry by Design workshop, namely the creation 
of a coastal node with a strong physical and visual connection 
with the regional beach, was the impetus for the owner to engage 
renowned town planners and urban designers Duany Plater-Zyberk 
(DPZ) in 2002. DPZ, in conjunction with local planners, environmental 
scientists, engineers, architects, and officers from the City of 
Wanneroo, the then Department of Environment and Conservation, 
and the Department for Planning and Infrastructure participated in 
the 2002 Jindee Design Charrette, which resulted in the development 
of the 2002 Jindee Charrette Plan.

Over the past four years, as the concept for Jindee has been developed, 
there has been extensive consultation with key stakeholders 
through:

•	 One-on-one meetings with representatives from government 
departments including the City of Wanneroo, Department of 
Environment and Conservation, and the Department for Planning 
and Infrastructure;

•	 Briefings with the Chairman of the WAPC and representations 
made to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure;

•	 Workshops undertaken by the DPI/ WAPC/ City of Wanneroo and 
design workshops undertaken by EDC in consultation with the 
then Department of Environment;

•	 Information documents on the project prepared; and local 
Members of Parliament briefed on progress of the project.

In addition to the above, the results of community surveys that 
were undertaken by the DPI for the preparation of the Perth Coastal 
Planning Strategy (PCPS) support the proposed uses at Jindee, 
particularly along the coastal interface, and are consistent with the 
desires of the broader community. 

Various community surveys were carried out as part of the PCPS. 
The community surveys and workshops were used to determine 
how the community ‘see’ the coast, what they value about it and the 
principles they feel should guide coastal development. A community 
survey was undertaken, community workshops completed in each 
of the four coastal sectors, a youth workshop, indigenous workshop, 
stakeholder workshop and an overarching workshop completed. A 
survey of recreational beach users was also undertaken at 14 case 
study beaches. 

The survey of recreational beach users canvassed people on the beach 
face, recreational foreshore area and commercial zone, including 
examination of the adequacy of existing open space provision. It was 
found that in areas where commercial/retail facilities were provided 
(Hillary’s, Rockingham, Shoalwater Bay and Cottesloe) visiting café’s, 
restaurants and hotels was a common reason for visiting the beach. 
The survey results also revealed public support for nodal development 
that could be utilised throughout the year (Eliot et al 2005). 

The community noted the coast was an important place to socialise 
and relax, with 90% of respondents to the survey expecting the urban 
coast to offer opportunities to socialise at a café, restaurant or hotel. 
79% of people at the youth workshop and 71% of respondents to the 
community survey consider places to sit at a café, restaurant or hotel 
and look over the beach and ocean important to them. A majority 
of respondents to the survey and workshops also felt that people 
should be able to live without roads between them and the beach, 
provided ease of public access was continuous and maintained. Large 
majorities of people (82% youth workshop, 75% community survey) 
stated that walking and cycling paths from which you can view the 
beach and ocean were important to them. The outcomes of the 
surveys will also continue to guide the proposed Jindee Structure 
Plan in the provision of uses and facilities considered important to 
the public that will visit the coastal node.

FUTURE STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
EDC recognises that the vision for Jindee requires an alternative 
innovative approach to planning and project implementation. It 
is intended to simultaneously advertise the MRS Amendment, DPS 
Amendment (or new Scheme) and Structure Plan for Jindee to provide 
the public and decision makers with sufficient project information to 
make informed decisions and to provide assurances that the coastal 
node can be developed in the manner proposed. 

EDC recognises the important role stakeholders have in the planning 
and development of Jindee. This includes stakeholders from 
Government, the community and other developers. EDC is committed 
to ensuring stakeholders have the opportunity to participate in the 
ongoing development of Jindee through the statutory planning 
processes. 
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Summary of Consultation Activities

2002 Jindee Design Charrette

June 2004 Jindee Forum with key stakeholders including representatives from City of Wanneroo and DPI

October 2004 Workshop with City of Wanneroo and DPI to present and discuss planning concepts

2005-2006 Perth Coastal Planning Strategy - community surveys and workshops including indigenous groups, 
youth and stakeholders in four coastal sectors

Ongoing Liaision with relevant state and local government agencies

Ongoing Dialogue with local parliamentary member and elected state and local government officials

2008 MRS Amendment - three month public advertising period and hearings as required
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The MRS amendment proposes to include a portion of the existing 
Parks and Recreation reserve located along the western boundary of 
Lot 10 within the Urban zone, and to reserve land currently zoned 
Urban within Lot 10 to Parks and Recreation.

The amendment will enable the creation of a traditional coastal 
village which has a close visual and physical connection to the coast 
and will also provide for the long term protection of a greater diversity 
of vegetation types and fauna assemblages than would be possible 
within the existing Parks and Recreation reservation. 

Lot 10 is currently zoned for Urban purposes and therefore, subject 
to detailed planning, is able to be developed for conventional urban 
development without the need for an MRS Amendment. However, in 
order to achieve the vision for Jindee, which incorporates the creation 
of a true coastal village, an amendment to the MRS is required. The 
distance from the beach to the existing urban zoned land is between 
200 and 260 metres. If not adjusted to allow development closer to the 
beach, the vision of the traditional coastal village linking the beach 
to urban coastal amenities and facilities, such as cafes, restaurants, 
shopping, public transportation and community facilities could not 
occur. The project aims to create an integrated coastal community 
that provides an alternative to the pattern of urban sprawl prevalent 
along the Perth metropolitan coastline.  The project is the result of 10 
years of planning, including: the 1996 and 2001 Enquiry by Design 
workshops; the 2002 Jindee Design Charrette; and the 2004 Jindee 
Implementation Process and Design Workshops.  

The MRS Amendment is based on the design principles established 
in the proposed Jindee Structure Plan. The proposed Jindee 
Structure Plan incorporates many of the principles and objectives 
of the WAPC’s Liveable Neighbourhood Community Design Code, the 
State Sustainability Strategy and the City of Wanneroo Smart Growth 
Strategy. 

Jindee aims to set a new benchmark in land development in Western 
Australia and reflects the urban design principles incorporated 
into the older coastal suburbs of Cottesloe, Fremantle and the 
settlement of Rottnest. Jindee is based on the principles of traditional 
neighbourhood design to create a compact, walkable, mixed use 
village that will develop into a tourist, lifestyle and entertainment 
focus in the north-west corridor.  The sense of place evident in many 
traditional suburbs and towns, is in many cases, attributed to the 
retention of the natural landform and topography.  The emergence of 
civil engineering responses to subdivision design in recent decades has 
resulted in the provision of benched lots, which provide a levelled site 
to easily accommodate project homes.  This approach has attributed to 
the ‘sameness’ evident in many of our suburbs and has come at a cost; 
the loss of a sense of place.

Jindee has been designed to reflect traditional coastal development 
which respects the dunal topography and coastal environment. This 
will be achieved by retaining the main coastal topographical features 
being the significant east west ridgelines located on Lot 10, and to 
retain a wider cross section of the coastal environment than would 

be retained in the existing Parks and Recreation reserve. The Trig 
Point (captured within the existing Eglinton Hill reservation) and 
the east-west oriented dunal ridgeline of which it is a part, are the 
most visually prominent landforms within the site, and for the district.and for the district..  
These elements form a focal point within the design and will create 
a significant visual cue that contributes to the place identity of the 
future community.

The coastal foreshore reserve for Jindee has been defined in 
accordance with the requirement of SPP No 2.6. It responds to both 
the setback requirements for physical process and the anticipated 
recreational needs. This combined approach has determined that a 
variable setback alignment is the optimum solution. The limestone 
cliffs are recognised as one of the site’s most significant features and 
provide sufficient stability for the development of a coastal node that 
is closely integrated with the beachfront. 

The width of the proposed foreshore reserve for Jindee is similar to 
that found at other established and popular urban coastal settlements 
in Perth, including Cottesloe, Yanchep and Quinns Rock. The proposal 
to locate the parking for the regional beach users on zoned land 
sleeved behind buildings and on-street, rather than within the 
foreshore reserve, will significantly improve the visual amenity of the 
foreshore. 

The Jindee Structure Plan has been developed utilising an alternative 
approach to the traditional planning methods currently used in 
Western Australia.  Use of the Transect and Form Based Codes will 
ensure Jindee becomes a vibrant coastal village with its own unique 
sense of place.  The use of this alternative approach to conventional 
planning techniques has been supported by both State and Local 
Government, and is the subject of the Jindee Innovation Agreement 
which requires that the land be developed in accordance with the 
design reflected in the proposed Jindee Structure Plan.  Parties to 
the Agreement include the landowner, the WAPC and the City of 
Wanneroo. The Agreement does not fetter any statutory controls 
of the regulatory authorities, rather it sets a framework for the ‘like-
for-like’ land exchange, and for the WAPC, the City of Wanneroo and 
EDC to work together through the statutory processes to achieve the 
objective of creating a unique coastal village.

The Jindee proposal provides a significant advancement in 
environmental responsive urban design and recognises the importance 
of the key environmental and landscape attributes of the area. Integral 
to the design is the preservation of the site’s inherent environmental 
qualities through the protection of significant vegetation and by 
ensuring that design is topographically sensitive with the intent of 
optimising the retention of significant landform.  The net result of 
the proposed amendment will be to facilitate a regional coastal node 
where the urban form compliments the natural attributes of the site, 
including its beach-side setting, dunal landscape and indigenous 
vegetation. Approval of the MRS amendment to modify the zoning 
and reservation boundaries will allow the development of a unique 
and exemplary coastal node that will set a new benchmark for coastal 
development in Western Australia. 
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